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Special Thanks
for Special Help
I

've just assumed the presidency of
the NSA, replacing Tom Rogers
w h o is off to England f o r a couple of
years of graduate study. O n e of m y
first a n d most pleasant tasks is to
thank all w h o have donated s o generously. O n behalf of all the volunteer
workers w h o give their time a n d
energy to keeping the NSA going, o u r
sincere thanks for your very kind
support. This help has made it possible for us to again avoid a n increase
in dues while still carrying o u t o u r
many programs.
We also have a new Vice President
of Activities, John Waldsmith, a n d a
new treasurer, Robin Wheeler. Working together with these new officers
a n d the old guard, we hope to make
the NSA a n even bigger a n d better
organization.
The NSA was formed to help better understand, preserve a n d promote the antique stereograph but
with o u r continued growth to over
2800 members, the membership in
current stereo interest has exceeded
those w h o collect the older views. I
feel there is room in o u r organization
to promote all types of 3-D, n o matter
what form. It is m y intention to get
o u r regional meetings more active
once again, with more regularity.
Many of you in the past have been
good enough to write to the officers
suggesting changes a n d improvements, a n d I hope you will continue
to feel free to write to me. O n l y if w e
know what you want from YOUR
society can w e make it more useful
a n d interesting. Thanks again for
your support.
Cordon D. Hoffman
President, NSA
918 E. 4th St. Rd. #206
Fond d u Lac, WI 54935
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Front Cover:
This hand-heldsequential stereo p a i r was
taken through a tiny spacecraft window
during a lunar orbit rendezvous exercise
b y an A p o l l o 10 astronaut. The feature
"The A p o l l o Stereo Record" b y Leon
Kosofsky is comprised of t w o articles
which first appeared i n the PSA Journal
i n the early 1970s.

Shake-up At the Top Three New NSA Officers Named
A

ctually, there's no political intrigue involved. I just couldn't
resist the dramatic headline. Early
this summer, NSA president Tom
Rogers learned that he had been
awarded a two year scholarship for
graduate studies in his field of Victorian photography - in England! The
unexpected offer (of a sort few if any
of us could refuse) led to his missing
the NSA 1990 convention in Manchester and to his resignation as NSA
president.
This was also William Eloe's final
year as NSA treasurer, having
donated his very professional services to the group since 1986. Relatively small volunteer organizations
like the NSA seldom find any competition for official positions. Those in
charge nearly always find themselves
in the position of a draft board rather
than an election board, and the situation was no different for the NSA
officers and directors meeting at the
1990convention. Having established
an informal search committee to find
members willing to fill the two positions, only one day of talking to people who "declined the honor" was
required before volunteers were
found for b o t h jobs during the final
hours of the trade fair.
The new NSA president is Gordon
D. Hoffman of Fond du Lac, Wisconsin. "Gordy" Hoffman is a well
known collector of stereographica
and served for some years on the
NSA board as Regional Coordinator
and as Consulting Editor of Stereo
W o r l d . (See "Special Thanks for Special Help" in this issue.)
The new NSA treasurer is Robin
Wheeler of Stevenson, Connecticut.
Besides being a collector and dealer
of stereographica, she has been an
essential part of the team managing
the Spotlight Auction at several NSA
conventions.
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New NSA president Gordon Hoffman as
seen at the 1989 trade fair in Portland,
OR.

The third new officer is John
Waldsmith, who fills the newly
created position of Vice President of
Activities. The primary function of
this office is the advance planning of
conventions and the dissemination of
information and advice to local convention organizers. The annual NSA
convention has grown in both scale
and scope into an event requiring
considerable advance work by the
local members and by the national
group. Having volunteered in 1986to
chair the national site selection committee, John Waldsmith has essentially been filling this role for some
time now. In recognition of the size,
complexity and importance of NSA
conventions, the board made the job
an official position and selected for it
John Waldsmith, who was also a cofounder of the NSA and Stereo
World's first Editor. (See his letter in
this issue.)
OUR DEEPEST THANKS AND
BEST WISHES TO BILL ELOE AND
TOM ROGERS.

Back to the Moon
The feature in this issue represents
one of those rare instances when
Stereo W o r l d reprints a major article
from another source. The Apollo
lunar missions of the early '70s were
quite well documented in stereo for
specific mapping, measurement and
geological purposes by NASA. One
of the few stereo enthusiasts who
realized the extent of these historic
stereographs was Earl Krause of the
Stereo Division of the Photographic
Society of America. Working with
the Apollo program photography
specialist, Mr. Krause obtained several of the most interesting image
pairs from both orbit and surface
exploration and carefully printed and
trimmed each for proper alignment
and window placement. (This wasn't
always easy in the case of sequential
pairs made by hand through space
capsule windows or by space suited
amateur photographers, as the unusual shapes of some trimmed prints
prove.)
The images appeared in two articles covering Apollo stereographic
technology in the December '70 and
April '73 issues of the PSA Journal.
The early '70s were definitely a low
period for the presentation of 3-D
photos in magazines, but Mr. Krause
was a dedicated promoter of free
viewing as the key to wide acceptance
of stereography in the media. (He
had defined 16 major methods with
50 variations.) He had at least three
rubber stamps with different methods of learning free vision, and one
or another of these quickie lessons
appeared on the backs of his stereo
prints. Both of the lunar 3-D articles
in the PSA Journal devote two thirds
of a page to his various techniques for
learning the art, and the first sets of
pairs in each article have fusion spots
centered between or below them. Just
(Continued on page 31)

Letters
Out From Underwood

0

ne of Underwood's early photographers was W.H. "Dad"
Martin of Ottawa, KS who perfected
and patented the process of making
the huge watermelon or ear of corn
on a hay wagon or a jack rabbit
jumping over a ,car.Martin later went
out on his own with these "trick"
stereos and later founded the
National Sign Co. in Ottawa.
Don Huls
Chadron, NE

3-Digitized
I had heard it through the Amiga
grapevine. The Stereo World magazine May / June issue was the magazine to get if you were into computer
3D. Hoboy was I happy to get it. I was
hoping for a pair of color side-byside L/R photos around 5cm x 5cm. I
could not believe my eyes when I
opened the magazine! Page after page
of great photos. I have been digitizing
them all. I'm using Digiview and
Haitex's X-SPECS 3D glasses with
the Amiga 2500 computer, I've never
seen anything so nice or easy.
I think you will find more and
more Amiga people joining NSA, it's
what we have been looking for.
Can we have more claymations?
Thanks for all the work it took to
get a quality magazine out, please
put together another color issue.
W.E. Benson
Escondido, CA

Polaroid & View-Master
Don't Mix
I would like to offer the following
advice to anyone who uses a ViewMaster Personal Stereo Camera: Do
not use Polaroid Instant Slide Film in
this camera. The film will work all
right in the camera, but due to its different material and thinness relative
to conventional slide film (Kodachrome, etc.) the film cutter cannot
cut the images out properly. Yes, I
found out the hard way.
Edwin Clements
Winston-Salem, NC

Convention History
Correction
I really enjoyed the March/April
1990 Stereo World. It is hard to
believe we are starting the 17th year.
The articles on the past conventions
and auctions were very interesting
and brought back a lot of memories.
To put the record straight, the first
NSA Convention (we called it a Trade
Fair) was held Memorial Day weekend in Columbus, Ohio, 1975. This
was a joint venture with the Ohio
Camera Collectors Society. At that
event we had an auction which was
run by NSA President Rick Russack.
We also had a banquet and two
speakers. The Trade Fair and Exhibits
were outstanding. The second
annual convention was held in Chicago in 1976. This was done jointly
with the Chicago Photographic Collectors Society. Again, Rick Russack
ran the auction along with members
of the Chicago group. The Trade Fair
was huge, possibly the largest ever
held in Chicago, even to this day. The
Board of Directors decided after Chicago to look for a site for our own
independent annual meeting.
Through my work with the Ohio
Historical Bicentennial Project, I
made a contact with the Canton Art
Institute who were very interested in
hosting our group. From 1977 to
1981, the NSA Convention was held
at the Cultural Arts Center in Canton, Ohio. In 1981, we realized we
had outgrown the facility plus many
members were tired of the long travel
from the far west, the east and south.
Thus the event began moving, trying
to serve the many regional interests
of the membership. As the Convention has grown, the choice of sites has
been reduced by our needs. Few
hotels are being built with rooms
large enough for our trade fair, programs, etc.
In 1986, I volunteered to be chairman of the annual site selection committee. It is my job to search out
appropriate locations and attempt to
point the regional volunteers in the
right direction. Next year the Convention will be in San Antonio,
Texas. Tom Rogers and I found an

outstanding facility which will make
San Antonio a top notch event. Convention dates are Tune 20 - 23, 1991.
A contract has been signed with the
Grand Wayne Center in Fort Wayne,
Indiana for a convention there
August 14 - 16,1992.
We need regional workers to help
with the conventions. Volunteer if the
annual Convention is in your region
or contact me if you know of a good
site. Major factors are size and cost.
Most sites I look at are too small or
cost too much.
I look forward to seeing you in San
Antonio in June of 1991.
John Waldsmith
Box 191
Sycamore, OH 44882

Fired Up
As a 17-year-old reader of my
father's Stereo World marrazines. I
would like to commend t i e stereo
World staff for producing a magazine that has the potential to fire up a
stereo photography interest in readers of all ages. After picking up and
reading my first copy a couple of
years ago, I was eager to experiment
with taking my own stereo photographs. Today, using two inexpensive
35mm cameras, taking and mounting
my own color stereo prints is one of
my growing hobbies.
In fact, this past spring my father
urged me to submit some of my work
to the summer 1990Marblehead Festival of Arts photography exhibit. I
was doubtful, but I did select three of
my best pairs, mounted them in a single frame, and hung a pair of viewing
glasses on the side. To my surprise, it
was accepted for display during the
Festival as the onlv one of its kind! I
later learned that my entry was such
an attraction at the exhibit that the
photographer whose picture was disvlaved next to mine made a complaint because nobody was looking
at his! Just another example of how
stereo photography never fails to
attract crowds of fascinated people
wherever it happens to pop up.
Gregg Wolfson
Salem, MA m
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A Look Back

The Apollo
We a1re current1y in the midst of
20th an niversary Idates for the Apollo
. .
moon nilsslons, which extended from
1968 to 1972, counting the first lunar
orbital I[lights. In these days of nearly
total (if not terminal) frustration for
SO man7q NASA projects, it seems
aPProP'riate to look back at t he extensive stel.eoscopic I,ecord whim
ch was a
carefull.y planned part of thtr Apollo

Jgram - ncIW wistfully remembered
the climax of NASA's "golden atge."
harl Krause, an active member of
thrr Photographic Society of Amelica 's Stereo Division, and author of
bo oks and articles on stereo projectio n and mounting, wanted more peoPI^t to see sorne ofthe astounding
stereo image!5 being ma de both a1
an d on the IY~oon'ssurf ace. He co

- . .,

Lunar Stereo Photography
by Leon J. Kosofsky

I

N CARRYING OUT its program
for exploring the moon, the
National Aeronautics and Space
Administration has taken a great
number of photographs. This is not
surprising, since the importance of
photography in scientific exploration
is widely recognized. What is not so
well known is that much of this lunar
photography is stereoscopic.
This article, which describes the
different types of stereoscopic photographs of the moon, is illustrated,
naturally enough, with the most
spectacular examples I could find.
The moon has been photographed
in stereo both from orbiting spacecraft and from the lunar surface
itself. There is much more material in
the former category, partly because it
has accumulated over a longer period
of time. The five Lunar Orbiter missions, which operated between
August 1966 and August 1967, covered many parts of the moon stereoscopically, in addition to photographing more than 99% of the entire
lunar surface monoscopically. The

4
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Surveyor missions, operating on the
lunar surface in about the same time
period, produced thousands of
monoscopic photographs. They
could not photograph in stereo
because the single television camera
on each spacecraft maintained a fixed
viewpoint as it was aimed in various

directions. The first two manned
missions to the moon, Apollo 8 and
Apollo 10, provided further opportunities for stereo photography from
orbit, but stereo photography from
the lunar surface begins with Neil
Armstrong's "small step" on July 20,
1969 (Figure 2 ) .

Fig. I : Apollo 10 lunar orbit rendezvous sequence. All photos from NASA unless otherwise noted.

in Space & Time

Stereo Record
on Kosofsl~ <at
y NASA , who
was the specialist o n photogrr 3phy in
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Before explaining the deliberate
acquisition of stereo photography
from orbit, I wish to point out that
the remarkable stereo quality of Figure 1 was quite incidental. In the
Apollo 10mission the Lunar Module
and the Command-Service Module
were operated independently in lunar
orbit for the first time. In order to
provide a detailed permanent record
of the rendezvous maneuvers. an
astronaut in each module took a
sequence of photographs of the other
module. Figure 1 comprises two consecutive frames of the sequence
exposed from the Lunar Module. The
relative motions between exposures
show the nearby Command-Service
Module floating far above the lunar
surface.
The systematic exposure of stereo
photographs from an orbiting spacecraft is the same, in principle, as photographing portions of the earth's
surface from an airplane. When the
latter is done for the purpose of making maps (the most common technical application of stereo photography), the airplane carries a single
wide-angle camera aimed directly
downward. The time interval
between exposures is selected to provide an over la^ of somewhat more
than 50% on successive frames. In
this way, every pair of successive
frames in the strip is a stereo pair. By

Fig. 2: "One small step. . ."Astronaut Arm[strong's footprint on the moon,
July 20, 1969 (Apollo 11).

examining and measuring these photograph pairs in a stereoplotting
instrument, photogrammetrists can
plot a topographic map of the entire
strip of terrain. Broad area coverage
is built up by the overlap of adjoining
strips.
Stereo photographs can also be
taken from an airplane with a single
narrow-angle (i.e., telephoto) camera, by aiming the camera convergently. For example, the photogra-

pher can tilt the camera forward
before flying over a target area and
then tilt it backward to photograph
the same area. The resulting stereo
pair has to be photographically
"rectified" before it can be studied
under an ordinary stereoscope.
We have stereo photography of
both kinds from spacecraft in orbit
around the moon. The examples
shown here (Figure 3 through Figure
8)are all of the first type; i.e., a wideSTEREO WORLD July/August1990
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Fig. 3: Lunar rille in Schroter's Valley resembles Earthly riuers.

Fig. 4 : Tobias Mayer Dome (Lunar Orbiter).

Fig. 5: Unusual horn-like ridges appear on the floor of a crater on the far side of the moon
(Apollo 8).
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angle camera was kept in a fixed attitude during a sequence of exposures.
I have not included examples of convergent orbital photography because
of the lack of suitably rectified
prints. All of the analysis of the convergent stereo photos has been
accomplished so far with the aid of
special stereoplotters which make
rectified prints unnecessary.
Figures 3 and 4 are stereo pairs
which were exposed during the fifth
Lunar Orbiter mission. Each Lunar
Orbiter spacecraft had a photographic system with a dual camera.
During an exposure sequence, each
operation of the camera exposed a
high-resolution frame and a wideangle frame on the same roll of film.
The portion of the moon covered by
the high resolution exposure was in
the center of the wide-angle frame.
The sequence could be automatically
timed to produce a continuous strip
of monoscopic high-resolution coverage and a broader strip of stereoscopic coverage simultaneously.
Figure 3 consists of two frames
exposed directly downward from
positions 22 miles apart on an orbit
85 miles above the lunar surface. The
spacecraft was in polar orbit, passing
from south to north at a speed of one
mile per second. The left-hand frame
was the more northerly. The sun was
low in the east, so that lunar hills cast
shadows toward the bottom of the
page.
The stereo pair shows a portion of
Schroter's Valley, a chasm about four
miles wide and three-fourths of a
mile deep which zigzags for over 150
miles across a plateau in the northwest quarter of the moon's front side.
Within the flat floor of the vallev a
second, sinuous rille is carved about
two hundred yards deeper. The
tightly meandering course of the
inner rille is certainly reminiscent of
many terrestrial rivers. Many geologists ascribe the origin of lunar sinuous rilles to a fluid flow of some sort.
The ridge in the upper left portion of
the stereo pair stands about a mile
above the plateau.
Figure 4 is centered on a highland
ridge which stands about a mile and a
quarter higher than the surrounding
Ocean of Storms. The ridge is 22
miles long, and is bordered on the
west (bottom)by a broad, low dome.
This dome, which exhibits an elongated crater at its summit, is believed
to be of volcanic origin. A sinuous

rille meanders across the bottom of
the picture, detouring around the
base of the dome. The exposures
were made from an altitude of 68
miles.
I refer the reader who would like to
know more about Lunar Orbiter
photographs to The M o o n as Viewed
by Lunar Orbiter, by Kosofsky and
El-Baz. This book of photographs,
which was published by the Government Printing Office as NASA Special Publication No. 200, includes
Figures 3 and 4, as well as two other
stero pairs, in the form of anaglyphs!
When men began orbiting the
moon, beginning with Apollo 8,
opportunities were provided for adding to the photographic coverage
already available from Lunar Orbiter
missions. Like the Lunar Orbiter
wide-angle camera, the Hasselblad
camera aboard the Command Module had an 80mm lens and a 70mm
film format. Not being equipped to
compensate for forward motion, it
was not capable of the same resolution. On the other hand, the fact that
the film would be brought back to
earth in the Command Module eliminated the need for on-board processing and readout equipment.
Figure 5 is an Apollo 8 stereo pair
exposed on the moon's far side. It
shows a crater 17 miles in diameter
with steep internal walls about one
and a half miles high. The base of the
south (bottom) wall is obscured by
deposits which suggest verv- large
avalanches. The tGiee horn-shaped
ridges on the northern half of the
crater floor are quite unusual features
whose origin is hard to explain. The
crater is located at the base of the terraced wall of the much larger crater
Keeler (shown in Figure 7), and the
configuration of the terraces is well
exhibited in the southeast quarter of
the stereo pair.
Orbital stereo photography does
not have to be taken with the camera
pointed downward, although that is
the best attitude for mapping applications. In order to apply the advantages of stereoscopic examination to
interesting lunar features located at
some distance from a given mission's
orbital track, the astronauts have
also made oblique stereoscopic exposures, such as Figures 6, 7 and 8.
Since thGcrater Goclenius (in the
foreground of Figure 6) was about
170 miles south of the orbital track of
the Apollo 8 spacecraft, it was neces-

Fig. 6: Crater Goclenius with rilles (Apollo 8).

@
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Fig. 7: Oblique view of Keeler Crater, about 90 miles in diameter, on the moon's far side
(Apollo 11).

sary to tilt the camera to the south
and to use a lens of 250mm focal
length. Aerial photographs which are
not tilted enough to include the horizon are called "low obliques."
Goclenius, about 35 miles in diameter, is near the southern border of
Mare Fecunditatis. It is crisscrossed
by a network of linear rilles, the most
prominent of which extends a long
distance across the mare surface outside the crater. The linear rilles are
clearly different in appearance from
the sinuous rilles seen in the preceding figures. Most geologists consider
them to be graben; i.e., elongated
depressions which result from the
downward displacement of the rock
mass between two parallel faults.
Examples of terrestrial graben are the
Jordan river valley, and the upper
Rhine valley.

Figure 7, a "high oblique" pair
showing the far side crater Keeler,
was taken from the Apollo 10 Command Module. The crater, which is
about 90 miles across, was far to the
south of the orbital track. Its crenelated rim crest and terraced inner wall
are well exhibited here. The hazv
appearance of the right-hand picture's left edge is a result of one of the
occasional nuisances of Command
Module photography -window
contamination. Waste water has to be
ejected from the Command Module
periodically, and some of it lands on
the windows as frost. After a while
the frost sublimates away, leaving the
window nearly, but not quite, as
clean as before. Incidentally, the
crater name was approved only a few
months ago, at the 1970 meeting of
the International Astronomical
STEREO WORLD JulyIAugust1990
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Fig. 8: Tsiolkovsky Crater (Apollo 12).

Fig. 9: Astronaut Aldrin unloading science experiment package from the Lunar Module;
movement anomaly in left arm (Apollo 11).

Union. Lunar Orbiter photographs
~rovidedthe basis for the naming of
all but a dozen or so major features of
the moon's far side.
Figure 8 shows the most conspicuous of all the far side landmarks, the
crater Tsiolkovsky, at a distance of
350 miles. Discovered on the first
photographs ever taken of the far side
of the moon by the Soviet spacecraft
Luna 111, the crater was named in
honor of the Russian schoolteacher
who ~rovideda theoretical basis for
solvinp: some of the fundamental
of space travel.
Tsiolkovskv,
,. which is 140 miles
across, can be considered a very large
crater or a small circular mare. Its
floor is largely flooded with a
smooth deposit of dark-toned material with the appearance of a particularly fresh mare surface. A striking
superficial resemblance to Crater
Lake National Park, in Oregon, is
provided by the light-toned central
peak, which stands out above the
mare surface. Of course the origin of
Crater Lake, which is much smaller

-----
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and is flooded with real water, is
entirely different from that of
Tsiolkovsky.
The photographic workhorse on
the lunar surface has been the 70mm
Hasselblad Data Camera. This camera is attached to the Remote Control
Unit on the front of the astronaut's
suit, so that his hands are free while
he carries it around. It is equipped
with a 60mm Biogon lens and a glass
focal plane plate which bears a 1centimeter reseau grid to facilitate photogrammetric analysis. The camera
was designed to withstand the
extremelv harsh surface environment
and to be readily operable by an
astronaut wearing his cumbersome
suit and gloves.
The data camera, having a single
lens and shutter, is not a stereoscopic
camera. Nevertheless, a few stereo
pairs were exposed during the Apollo
11moon walk, and more of them
were explicitly planned and carried
out on Apollo 12. The astronaut's
technique was simply to take a photograph and then to step sideward

and repeat the exposure. This
method can produce excellent stereo
pairs for unaided viewing when the
following conditions are met:
(1)thesubject being photographed
has not moved;
(2) the camera pointing direction
has not changed between exposures;
and
(3) the sideward separation of the
two camera positions is comparable
to the normal human eye separation.
It is fortunate that some deviation
from these conditions can be tolerated, because none of the examples
shown here (Figures2,9 and 10)completely fulfills all of them.
Figure 2 is Neil Armstrong's stereoscopic record of his carefullymade bootprint. It has achieved wide
circulation as a monoscopic photograph because it so graphically brings
the lunar surface within the realm of
experience of any viewer who has
ever walked on snow or mud. The
stereoscopic view of course adds
immediacy to this impression, but it
does more than that: it is a source of
quantitative data on the soil mechanics of the surface material at Tranquility Base. By examination with
the aid of a stereocomparator, one
can measure the depth of every portion of this bootprint and the angular
relationships between its facets.
These measurements can be related to
the astronaut's weight (one-sixth his
earthly weight, of course) to yield
scientifically significant data. To the
truism that a single picture is worth
several thousand words, one could
add that a stereo pair is worth all
that-~lus a lot of numbers.
In order to aim his camera downward, Mr. Armstrong had to bend
forward at the waist. He bent at a
slightly different angle when making
the second exposure, thus violating
one of the rules for stereoscopic
exposures. The resulting misalignment was kept within tolerable limits
in Figure 2 by cropping the area covered. It can be corrected completely
by photographic rectification.
Figure 9 shows Astronaut Aldrin
in the process of unloading the Passive seismic Experiment Package
from the Apollo 11Lunar Module.
The Laser Ranging Retro-Reflector,
which was the other scientific experiment to be emvlaced on the lunar surface, is seen in its stowed position.
Since Col. Aldrin was working steadily at the time, his left arm changed

position between exposures. In addition, the thickness of the Portable
~ i f e ' s u ~ ~System
o r t package on the
back of his suit appears exaggerated
(it is actually about 12 inches) indicating an excessive separation of the
two camera positions.
In Figure 10, Apollo 12 Astronaut
Charles Conrad is shown examining
the Surveyor 111 television camera.
The Avollo 12 Lunar Module landed
just outside the rim of the crater in
which the unmanned Surveyor
svacecraft had landed 31 months earlier. During their second excursion on
the lunar surface, Astronauts Conrad
and Bean walked down to observe
and photograph the spacecraft and
details of the lunar surface which it
had itself manipulated and photographed. At the time of this stereo
exposure, Conrad was wiping the
mirror of the television camera to see
how the dust coating adhered to it.
The Lunar Module can be seen on the
horizon in this unconventionally
mounted stereo pair.
When Bean stepped sideward on
the sloping surface to take the second
photo of the pair, the camera was at a
different elevation. In the figure this
deviation from the stereoscovic
requirements is compensated by rotation of the images. In actuality on the
moon, Surveyor 111 is only tilted
about 12O from level. Subsequent to
the photography, the astronauts
removed the television camera and
the scoov of the Soil Mechanics Surface Sampler (shown near Conrad's
left knee), for laboratory study.

Fig. 10: Astronaut Conrad examines Surveyor 111 after lea~lingL u n u r Module (Apollo
12).

The most important scientific
requirement for lunar surface photography is the support of the lunar
geology experiment. The conclusions
which can be drawn from the study
of returned lunar samples depend on
knowing just where the samples were
located originally, both with respect
to each other and to visible surface
features. Since precise information of
this sort is best recorded on stereoscopic ~hotographs,the Apollo 12
astronauts used the stereo exposure
method described above to dbcument several dozen samples.
Although these stereo pairs are not
generally suitable for unaided viewing, photogrammetrists at the U.S.
Geological Survey have successfully
employed stereoplotting instruments
to extract the required data from
them.
NASA has been developing a real
stereoscopic camera to use in place of
the Hasselblad for the support of the
lunar geology experiment. Called the
Lunar Geologic Exploration Camera
(LGEC), it was designed to expose a
triad of photos simultaneously on
35mm film. Two stereo lenses of
35mm focal length are located
l5Omm apart, with their axes parallel. This stereo base is, of course, 21 / 3 times the human eye separation.
A telephoto lens of 100mm focal
length is located between the stereo
lenses to photograph the background
in finer detail. Sets of color and
polarizing filters with precisely mea-

-

sured characteristics are provided,
and the image of a level bubble is
recorded to facilitate the determination of camera tilt.
Unfortunately, NASA has recently
experienced difficulties in getting
these cameras delivered in a model
fully qualified for safe and reliable
operation on the lunar surface. For
this reason, the forthcoming Apollo
14 mission will not carry an LGEC.
At this writing, 1do not know when a
qualified LGEC will be available, and
it is even possible that the remaining
Apollo missions will be carried out
without this potentially valuable
scientific tool. (See Stereo World
Nov. /Dec. '88, page 21.)
NASA has successfully employed
one other kind of stereoscopic camera on the moon. This is the Apollo
Lunar Surface Closeup Camera
(ALSCC), which provides a squirrel's-eye-view of the surface. It is a
fixed-focus self-powered flash camera, whose twin 46mm lenses are 7Y4
inches away from the sharpest object
plane. A hood which extends from
the lenses to this plane serves to
exclude sunlight from the 3 x 3 in.
portion of the lunar surface being
photographed.
In operation the astronaut, who
carries the camera around like a
walking-stick, gently places the
flange at the end of the hood against
the surface. He then pulls the trigger
located on the handle to initiate a
flash exposure and automatically
STEREO WORLD JulyIAugust 1990

the powder which covers most of the
lunar surface, are only weakly coherent. In fact the cracks crossing the
middle clod show how it is crumbling. Many small, shining spherical
glass are visible all over
By way of contrast, Figure 12
shows a single rock, about 2% inches
long, embedded in the surface powder. The exposed surface of the rock
is free of powder. Close-up photographs of other rocks show that this
is normally the case-a remarkable
fact in view of the way the powder
clings to the astronauts' clothing and
instruments.
Close stereoscopic examination of
Figure 12 shows the presence on the
exposed surface of numerous circular
pits with raised rims. These are tiny
craters presumably created by the
impact of micrometeorites. Laboratory study of such rocks among the
returned lunar samples shows that
the pits are lined with glass resulting
from impact melting.
Glass is also found as a surface
coating on some clods and rocks. Figure 13 shows a clod, about a halfinch in diameter, which is partially
covered by a shiny glass coating. The
deposit resembles a drop of solder
which has spattered on a workbench. O n the original color transparencies the clod is seen to be the
same color as the loose powder, while
the color of the glassy deposit is different. Some scientists see the glass as
a spatter deposit, and others as the
result of partial melting of the clod in
place. Incidentally, Figure 13 has
been cropped and enlarged from the
original size.

Fig. 11: Weakly coherent clods of lunar surface material (Apollo 11).

Fig. 12: Small rock about 2 % inches long embedded in fine-grained lunar surface material
(Apollo 11).

Fig. 13: Glazed clod about % inch diameter (Apollo 11).

advance the film. The hood is springmounted to permit him to photograph objects which are not in the
plane of the surface. The camera is
loaded before the mission with
enough 35mm Ektachrome MS film
for 100 stereo pairs. Only the take-up
cassette with the exposed film is
brought back to earth.
It was Professor Thomas Gold of
Cornell University who first emphasized the scientific importance of
close-up stereoscopic photography of
the undisturbed surface in supple-

-
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menting the study of the returned
lunar samples. The Eastman Kodak
Company developed and built the
cameras in a period of five monthsa schedule which appears all the
more remarkable in the light of our
experience with the LGEC.
A viewer who was unfamiliar with
the scale of ALSCC photographs
might take the subject of Figure 11to
be a pile of rocks. It is actually a
group of small clods (each about a
1 half-inch across) at the bottom of a
1 tiny crater. The clods, composed of
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Moon Revisited In Stereo
by Leon J. Kosofsky

T

he vastly improved capability for
stereo photography in lunar orbit
which became available on the three
final Apollo missions provides the
occasion and the material for a
second article.
Major improvements are introduced into a series of spacecraft in
blocks. The final block, which began
with Apollo 15, landed sufficient
payload on the moon to enable the
two astronauts to make three 7-hour
excursions. Thanks to the Lunar Roving Vehicle, they could traverse as
much as 10 miles on an excursion,
stopping at a series of stations for
rock sample collection, photographic
documentation, instrument reading,
and visual observation.
The increased capability for
gathering scientific data in lunar
orbit was even more remarkable.
Previously, the only instruments for
orbital observation of the moon were
the simple cameras (mainly Hasselblads) which could be operated by
exposing through the windows of the
tightly confined Command Module.
The final Apollo block used one bay
of the Service Module for the operation of an additional thousand
pounds of very complex remote sensing instruments. This bay is called the
scientific Instrument ~ b d u l e .
Parenthetically, the terminology
for the parts of an Apollo spacecraft
requires a brief explanation. The part
that lands on the surface is the Lunar
Module (LM). The part that remains
in lunar orbit during the landing is
called the Command and Service
Module (CSM). The CSM consists of
two separable parts. The Command
Module (CM) is the portion that is
parachuted to the sea surface at the
end of a mission, while the much larger Service Module (SM)is uninhabitable and is not recovered. The
Scientific Instrument Module (SIM)
is the bay within the SM that is
devoted to orbital science.
Figure 1 is a stereogram showing
the Apollo 15 CSM as it was photographed from the LM during the rendezvous phase of the mission. The
conical portion with the windows is
the CM, while the SM is the long cyl-

Fig. I : Apollo 15 Command and Service Module in orbit with panoramic and mapping
cameras visible in open bay.

inder with a rocket engine (the Service Propulsion System) at the back.
The Scientific Instrument Module is
the part of the SM that has no outer
skin. (The door that covers the SIM
at the start of the mission must be jettisoned shortly before the spacecraft
enters lunar orbit.)

The Mapping Camera System
The principal function of the
Mapping Camera System is to
acquire the data necessary for a systematic program of lunar cartography. To do this from an orbiting
spacecraft requires not only a mapping camera with precision metrical
characteristics but a means of deter-

mining the camera's orientation and
altitude at the instant of exposure. In
the ordinary process for mapping
portions of the earth's surface from
aerial photographs, we depend on
some ground surveying work to supply the extra information. The
ground surveys provide the latitude,
the longitude and the elevation above
sea level of a number of ground control points that are visible in the
mapping photographs. By the procedure of photogrammetric triangulation, we can determine the mapping
camera's orientation and location
above the earth's surface for each
exposure, and we can then locate as
many additional control points as we
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Fig. 2: Apollo 15 and 16 Scientific Instrument Module.
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desire within the project area. This
gives
- us all the information we need
to compile a topographic map from
each sterea pair.
STELLAR L M S \
Ground control points do not exist
on the moon. of course. We are able
to do photogrammetric triangulation
of the mapping photographs in the
absence of ground control because
the Mapping Camera System
includes as integral components a
stellar camera and a laser altimeter.
As indicated in Figure 3, the stellar
camera photographs the stars within
a field of view which is rigidly fixed
LASER M T l M
with respect to that of the mapping
camera. The two cameras are synchronized: i.e.. the midvoint of the
Fig. 3: Mapping camera system.
stellar camera's 1.5 second exposure
occurs at the time of the much shorter
mapping camera exposure. By identipoints perpendicularly to the left. A
fying a set of individual stars and
lens cover protects the mapping cammeasuring their locations on a stellar
era lens until the launch countdown.
photograph, we can compute the oriTo the right of the lens is the sensor
entation in space of the stellar camfor the automatic exposure control.
era. The known relationship between
The drum seen to the right of the
the two cameras enables us to find the
camera body is the record container,
attitude of the mapping camera with
which holds the takeup spools for
respect to the moon at the time of
both the 5-inch-wide mapping film
exposure.
and the 35mm stellar film. Handles
Figure 3 also indicates the optical
are provided for the use of the astrocomvonents of the laser altimeter.
naut who retrieves the record con~ h e s are
e aligned with the mapping
tainer and brings it back into the
camera's optical axis, so that the altiCommand Module. The film supply
meter can measure the distance along
cassette is behind the record conthe axis from the camera to the
tainer.
moon's surface. A ruby laser emits a
Mapping cameras have wide anguvery short pulse of red light at the
lar fields and intra-lens shutters, so
time of each mapping camera expothat each exvosure can record at one
sure. A photomultiplier tube detects
instant the dundle of ravs from a
the portion of that pulse that is
broad ground area. A lens of &inch
reflected from the moon. A measurefocal length is quite common, to
ment of the round-trip travel time of
cover a 9 x 9 inch frame format.
the pulse, multiplied by one-half the I These dimensions are halved in the
speed of light, gives the distance to
Apollo mapping camera, which uses
the moon.
a 3-inch f/4.5 lens to cover a 4 ?hx
Figure 4, which was taken by Fair4% inch frame. This reduction verchild at their factory, thus shows the
mits the use of 5-inch-wide fil& so
unit without the laser altimeter. In
that the record container can be carFigure 4, the mapping camera faces
ried aboard the Command Module
the viewer, while the stellar camera
for the trip back to earth. The maga(concealed behind its glare shield)
1 zine holds 1500 feet of film, which is

FIX.4: Mapping camera system (Fairchild photo).
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enough for 3600 frames. To be sure, it
takes a high-resolution optical and
mechanical design to achieve the
desired ground resolution with a
shorter focal length.
Like all good high altitude aerial
cameras, the Apollo mapping camera
always operates at maximum aperture, varying the shutter speed to
control exposure. After all, there is
no need for depth of field; image
motion is the real problem. The shutter consists of a pair of continuously
rotating disks and a capping blade.
An exposure is made when holes in
the rotating disks come into line
while the capping blade is turned to
the open position. The motor driving
the rotating disks has seven discrete
speeds. An automatic exposure control device selects the correct disk
speed, providing exposure durations
between 1/15 second and 1/240
second.
The design imperative for a mapping camera is the geometric precision of successivephotographs. Some
optical distortion is permissible, but
it must be symmetrical about the
optical axis and it must remain
unchanged from exposure to exposure after calibration. During exposure, the film must be held precisely
in a plane, at a fixed distance from the
lens nodes. This is done either by the
use of vacuum to hold the film
against a precisely ground platen or
by pressing the film firmly against a
glass stage plate. The Apollo mapping camera uses a stage plate.
Inscribed in the surface of the glass
plate is an evenly spaced set of grid
intersections. such-an array, which
omits the grid lines between intersecc.

-

tions, is called a reseau. Since the
marks are opaque, the reseau
appears on each exposure against the
background of the lunar terrain. The
presence of the precisely calibrated
reseau makes it ~ossibleto correct
every frame for film processing
shrinkage and for any local film distortions.
Another set of marks is exposed
just outside the frame format by flash
illumination. These are the fiducial
marks, which define on the film the
location of the optical axis at the midpoint of the exposure. These extra
marks are necessary to cope with the
complication that the stage plate and
the film are moving across the optical
field during the exposure. This
motion comDensates for the motion
of the terrain image.
Compared with an airplane, a
spacecraft is a very stable photographic vehicle. There is no danger of
image smear due to rapid vehicle
rotations. O n the other hand, the
spacecraft has a high forward velocity. The Apollo CSM carries its cameras across the terrain approximately
one mile per second. The angular rate
equals the forward velocity divided
by the orbital height (V/H ratio). By
selecting among five available V/H
values between .012and .016radians
per second, the astronaut can set the
mapping camera to accommodate
variations up to 11 miles above and
below the nominal orbital altitude of
69 miles.
The mapping camera compensates
the forward image motion by driving
the stage plate (with the film pressed
against it) in the direction of flight
during the exposure. A cam moves
the plate to its rear position just
before the capping shutter opens.
During the time the capping shutter is
open, the plate moves forward at a
uniform speed determined by the
V/H setting. The terrain exposure is
made during some portion of this
interval. The plate is then returned to
its middle position. Of course the
rails along which the plate moves
must be carefully ground and aligned
to keep the film precisely in its own
plane throughout the cycle. The plate
must also be optically flat to prevent
the introduction of geometrical distortions.
Setting the V/H also sets the time
interval between exposures. This is
necessary to maintain a uniform stereoscopic overlap. When the Apollo

mapping camera is operated in a vertical altitude, the ground covered on
successive frames overlaps by 78 % .
Alternate frames overlap by 57%,
which is a conventional internal for
mapping cameras. The photogrammetric triangulation of the Apollo
coverage is being accomplished by
the use of alternate frames. In the
map compilation phase, which follows triangulation, greater contouring precision can be obtained by
using all of the frames in spaced
pairs: i.e., frames 1 and 4, then 2 and
5, and so on.
It is interesting to note that while
the use of spaced pairs improves contouring precision in a stereoplotter by
increasing the stereoscopic base, it
presents an appearance of exaggerated relief under an ordinary stereoscope. Since the exaggeration is also
disconcerting in free stereo vision,
the mapping camera examples illustrating this article use successive
frames.
Each frame on the 5-inch film roll
is accompanied by a data block
which records the time of exposure

(according to the spacecraft clock) in
binarn coded decimal form to the
neareit millisecond along with the
altitude measured simultaneously by
the laser altimeter. The least binary
digit for the altitude is one meter.
Knowing the time of exposure makes
it possible to relate the camera exposure station to the CSM's orbital
track, which is calculated from data
supplied by the global network of
tracking stations. The data block
thus ties together the diverse kinds of
data needed for making maps without ground control.
For every mapping camera frame
there is a stellar camera frame. Each
stellar frame has a small data block
which indicates the same spacecraft
time as the data block of the corresponding mapping camera frame.
This permits the ready matching of
frames on the 35mm and 5-inch film
rolls.
The photographs produced by the
stellar camera have no scientific use
by themselves; they are simply the
means by which the mapping camera
attitude can be determined. The

Fig. 5: Apennine Mountains with Apollo 15 landing site indicated ( X ) near Hadley liille.
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F I X 6: Luuu flows tlcur M t . LaHire in Mare Imbriurn.

mapping camera frames, on the other
hand, are useful for other forms of
scientific analysis besides topographic mapping. Each frame covers a
broad area of the moon (a square 104
miles on a side) at a ground resolution of about 20 yards per line pair,
on the average. All of the mapping
camera coveragecan be directly studied stereoscopically, with no requirement for prior rectification. Stereoscopic examination, combined with
the photometric fidelity afforded by
the intra-lens shutter, enables a geologist to perceive at once the relationships between landforms and the distribution of lunar surface materials.
Before going on to describe the Panoramic Camera, which provides a
tenfold improvement in ground resolution, let us examine some of the
landforms that can be seen on the
Apollo 15 mapping photography.
Figure 5 shows the region of the
moon surrounding the Apollo 15
landing site (marked by an X). It is a
region of great topographic contrasts. The Apennine Mountains are
very steep and rugged. Mt. Hadley,
located northeast of the landing site,
rises some 12,000 feet above it. These
mountains are part of the rim of
Mare Imbrium (Sea of Rains). The
smooth, level area of darker material
in the middle of the picture is an outlying portion of Mare Imbrium. The
deep, winding gorge that crosses this
plain is Hadley Rille. It is a mile wide
and about 800 miles long, and is 1200
feet deep in the portion opposite the
landing site. The gorge is V- shaped
in cross-section, with wall slopes of
about 25O.
Hadley Rille is one of the most
prominent of the moon's sinuous
rilles. The meandering courses of

--
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such rilles strongly suggest that they
originated in a fluid flow of some
kind. The fluid was almost certainly
not water, because the absence of
hydrated minerals in all the lunar
samples brought back so far indicates
that water never existed on the moon
in large quantities. The sinuous rilles
may be due to the flow of lavas of low
viscosity (like those of the Hawaiian
volcanoes) or to the flow of hot gases
and ash associated with volcanism.
The northern third of Figure 5
shows some good examples of the
other common kind of lunar rille: the
linear rille, with a flat floor bounded
by straight, parallel walls. The German term graben (meaning "ditch") is
used by geologists to describe such
features when they result from the
downward displacement of the bedrock between two parallel faults.
Figure 6 shows a part of Mare
Imbrium located about 500 miles
west of Hadley Rille. Except for the
rugged highland remnant ( ~ tLa.
Hire) near the northeast corner, this
is a level, smooth plain, built up of
many horizontal lava flows. The
slanting rays of the morning sun (6
degrees above the horizon) emphasize a series of individual flow lobes
which spread northward across the
western half of the picture. Under
stereoscopic examination, only Mt.
La Hire shows appreciable relief. The
lava flows, which average about 100
feet in thickness when measured stereoscopically on the panoramic photographs, are just barely thick
enough to show stereoscopic relief on
the mapping photographs.
The lighter-toned mare area south
of Mt. La Hire is part of a bright ray
that extends from the direction of the
crater Copernicus. Rays like this

appear to emanate from many relatively recent craters. Some rays, such
as those from the crater Tycho, are
more than a thousand miles long. It
was formerly believed that such rays
were accumulations of fine material
that was sprayed out from these craters. They are now known to be associated with clusters of secondary
craters: i.e., the long, shallow
grooves dug by the grazing impact of
large blocks of rock sprayed out from
the primary craters. This association
is well shown in Figure 6.
The area covered in Figure 7 is in
Oceanus Procellarum (Ocean of
Storms),
. . about 350 miles west of
Mare Imbrium region seen in the previous photograph. It had been in
darkness when the sequence which
includes Figure
- 6 was taken. The sunrise and sunset terminators move
westward across the moon at 13O per
earth day; and here, two days later,
the sun is nine degrees above the horizon.
This is a rather complex mare
region. South of the crater Krieger (in
the middle of the figure) is a group of
sinuous rilles that appear to emanate
from the outer rim of the crater Prinz,
which is just off the picture. These
rilles are broader than Hadley Rille,
and their floors are flatter.
A group of mare ridges trends
northeastward across the northern
half of the figure (the crater Krieger is
superimposed on two of these
ridges). Mare ridges occur on several
other maria as well. Thev are often
arranged in groups that are more or
less parallel to the border of the mare,
and they have a ropy appearance.
They are sometimes called wrinkled
ridges, and the topography does suggest the wrinkled sheet on a looselymade bed.
The rim of Krieger is much higher
and steeper than the mare ridges. It is
14 miles in diameter, and its appearance is entirely unlike such typical
fresh impact craters as Wollaston (in
the northwest corner of the picture). I
will point out some of Krieger's distinctive features later in connection
with the Panoramic Camera photography (Figure 17).
As explained earlier in this article,
the Mapping Camera System is
designed for vertical photography.
However, since the camera's film
capacity was more than enough to
cover, with a generous overlap, all of
the lunar surface that was overflown

during the mission in daylight, we
extended the area of coverage bv
scheduling oblique
as
well. For the photo sequence from
which Figure 8 comes, the CSM was
rolled 40° from its normal orbital
attitude. The mapping camera faced
southward, and the deeply curved
lunar horizon is visible on each
frame. Like the verticals, the oblique
photographs can be studied stereoscopically.
The two large craters in Figure 8
are Aristarchus and Herodotus. Aristarchus, 25 miles in diameter, is the
brightest crater visible from the
earth. It is also one of the freshest. as
can be seen from the hummocky,
braided appearance of the deposits of
ejected material radiating from the
crater rim. Herodotus is a much older
crater. The topography of its ejecta

~ u n a ;orbiter kission. It is interesting to compare the two stereograms
and to see the features which are
emphasized and concealed by each
viewpoint.
An early result of the study of
Apollo 15 orbital photographs was
the recognition of the scientific
importance of the Taurus-Littrow
region, which was subsequently
selected as the landing site for the
final Apollo mission. Figure 9 shows
the site and its surroundings.
At first glance, the appearance of
the lunar surface in Figure 9 is strikingly different from that shown in the
four preceding figures. The main reason for this difference is the solar elevation. When the Apollo 15 spacecraft went into lunar orbit to prepare
for an early-morning landing at the
Hadley site, the sun was already high
in the sky at the Taurus-Littrow site,

Fig. 7: Krieger crater and Prinz rilles in Oceanus Procellarum.

I

Fig. 8: Aristarchus and Herodotus craters and Schroter'.~Valley

500 miles to the east. O n this stereogram, the solar elevation was 49O.
Now, the optical nature of the
lunar surface makes it a much more
directional reflector than the earth's
land surface. When the sun is low,
local changes in slope produce large
differences in the proportion of sunlight reflected to the camera. With a
high sun, slope changes have a much
smaller effect than do local differences in the inherent reflectivity
(albedo) of the surface materials. If
you look at the moon with binoculars when it is full, you will see only
the pattern produced by the dark
mare surfaces and the bright highlands and rays.
Figure 9, then, gives us almost no
sense of the lay of the land until we

examine it stereoscopically. Then it
becomes clear that the landing site is
a flat-floored valley nestled between
two large mountains. The top of
South Massif (the mountain just
south of the site) is a mile and a half
above the valley floor, while North
Massif is just over a mile high. These
two mountains are parts of the interrupted chain of massive peaks, called
the Taurus Mountains, which form
the eastern border of Mare Serenitatis. Their relationship to the Mare
Serenitatis basin is similar to that of
the Apennine Mountains to the Mare
Imbrium basin. The latter, though,
present a fresher appearance because
they were formed at a later stage in
the moon's history.
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Fig. 9: Taurus-Littrow area with Apollo 17 landing site indicated.

Surrounding the main peaks of the
Taurus Mountains are the "sculptured hills," which are lower in elevation, rounded and closely spaced.
Their characteristically mottled
appearance is displayed over the
entire northern half of this stereogram, except for the North Massif
itself.
The valley that surrounds the
landing site is covered with very
dark-toned material, as is the portion
of Mare Serenitatis located iust west
of this area. In fact, it is the'darkest
material detected in photoelectric
measurements madgby telescope.
The geologists who studied this
region prior to its selection for the
landing site believe that the material
is ~ r o b a b l va rather thin blanket of
loose, fine-grained volcanic fragments that were blown out of nearby
vents and deposited over the whole
area as fallout. They except this
material to be younger than any of
the samples brought back from the
previous Apollo missions. The
deposit overlies a verv smooth surface which may consist of basalt lava
flows.
The area contains an even fresher
deposit, visible as a light-toned veneer on the valley floor just west of
the landing site. This appears to have
been deposited by an avalanche of
rock debris from the steep slope of
the South Massif. Samples taken at
16
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several points along the avalanche
should be representative of all the
rock units that make up the mountain, and are expected to include
some rocks that are older than those
returned previously. Altogether, the
rocks returned from the TaurusLittrow site are ex~ectedto fill in
widely-separated parts of lunar history that have not yet been unscrambled.
When the frames that comDose
Figure 10 were exposed, the sun was
30° above the western horizon. Since
I have oriented the stereogram in the
customary way (with north at the
top), the reversal of the shadow
directions may be misleading at first
glance. Once again, stereoscopic
examination leaves no doubt as to the
lay of the land.
This is the very large far side crater
Tsiolkovskv. The crater's northern
rim crosses the middle of the stereogram. Tsiolkovsky would be noteworthy in any case because of its size
(140 miles across) and the evident
freshness of its internal and external
topography, but its most conspicuous
feature is the deposit of dark-toned
material with a strikingly smooth
surface which nearly fills its floor.
The central peak (near the southwest
corner of Figure 10)stands out boldly
two miles above this surface like a
mountainous island in a lake of frozen lava. One of the illustrations in

my earlier article shows the entire
crater as seen obliquely from a great
distance.
Tsiolkovsky's interior walls have
the form of a series of descending terraces, bounded by steep cliffs that are
concentric with the rim. These terraces are characteristic of the large,
young ray craters of the front side,
such as Aristarchus (Figure 8),
Tycho, and Copernicus. They are evidently huge landslide blocks, formed
by the inward slumping of the original crater rim.
The northern half of Figure 10
shows part of Tsiolkovsky's outer
slope, formed by the deposition of
ejected material on a highland surface that was originally very rough.
The radial pattern of the terrain is
probably due partly to faults produced by the cratering event and
partly to the mode of deposition. The
floor of the pre-existing depression at
the right edge of the stereogram (% of
an inch from the top) is occupied by a
flow of melted rock. The shape of the
flow front implies a highly viscous
fluid.
Another sector of Tsiolkovsky's
outer slope is shown in Figure 11. The
right (east) edge of the stereogram
just catches the crater's western rim.
The large highland basin Fermi,
which is much older than Tsiolkovsky, occupies most of the stereogram. Stereoscopic examination
shows that Fermi's entire eastern half
is buried under a gigantic rock flow.
Apparently, when the material
excavated by the Tsiolkovsky cratering event was piled on top of the
already steep wall of Fermi, the entire
mass of debris slid downhill. The
momentum of the slide carried it
westward, halfway across the
smooth floor of Fermi, before it
halted to form a steep flow front. At
least, that history is strongly suggested by the many parallel striations
of the flow's surface and the lobed
form of the front. The single landslide covers about 2000 square miles,
an area slightly smaller than the state
of Delaware.
The crater in Fermi's floor just
northwest of the flow front is noteworthy for the pancake-shaped
deposit that fills much of its floor.
This could leave been formed by a
highly viscous lava flow, similar to
the effect of pouring molasses into
the bottom of a chilled cup.

The Panoramic Camera
To meet the requirement for highresolution stereoscopic coverage of
large areas, NASA contracted with
ITEK Corporation for the Panoramic
Camera. This is a modified version of
the Air Force's KA-80A camera, a 24inch focal-length "optical bar" camera with remarkable performance
qualities.
A panoramic camera enables a
photographer to cover a very wide
field (in one dimension) with a narrow angle lens. When I was in elementary school, we had our class
picture taken every year with such a
camera. The camera was on a heavy
tripod, and we faced it in a single
row. During an exposure (which
seemed to take about 30 seconds) the
lens rotated once from left to right,
scanning the entire class in turn. The
film remained still, formed into an
arc whose radius equaled the focal
length. An exposing slit rotated with
the lens. Because the lens rotated
about its rear nodal point, which was
also the center of the film arc, the
image on the film was free of smear.
Some aerial panoramic cameras
operate on just the same principle,
simply transposing the film arc into a
vertical plane perpendicular to the
flight path. However, with a focal
length as long as 24 inches, such a
camera would be too bulky to use in
most airplanes, let alone spacecraft.
Of a variety of possible panoramic
camera layouts which gain compactness at the expense of simplicity,
ITEK has worked mostly with the
optical bar.
The optical bar concept (Figure12)
starts with a folded lens. In this case,
the Winch (610mm) f/3.S lens has
eight lens elements and two folding
mirrors. This optical system is assembled and aligned as an integral structure-the optical bar-which rotates
continuously during camera operation. The camera line of sight thus
scans the terrain in a direction
approximately perpendicular to the
flight path. The exposing slit rotates
with the lens, since it is part of the
optical bar. At any instant the image
of the terrain that passes through the
exposing slit is parallel to the spin
axis of the optical bar. Exposure of
the film is governed by the spin-rate
and the width of the slit.
The film is supported by a roller
cage, which is an open drum consisting of 60 small rollers placed parallel

Fig. 10: Northern half of far side of Eiolkovsky crater.

Fig. 11: Rock flow west of Tsiolkovsky crater:

to the spin axis. Because this cage
spins with the optical bar, the space
between the two rollers closest to the
exposing slit always defines the focal
plane.
The radius of the roller cage is
much smaller than the focal length of
the lens. By thus departing from the
basic principle of the old-fashioned
panoramic camera, the optical bar
camera introduces lateral image
motion during a scan. The camera
compensates for this motion by moving the film over the rollers during the
exposure. The direction of film
motion is opposite to the direction of
the scan. If the image quality is not to
be degraded by lateral smear, the
motion must be uniform and precisely controlled.

The optical bar and the motor that
spins it are mounted in a Roll Frame
Assembly, which is connected to the
camera's main frame by a gimbal
structure (Figure 13). By rocking the
roll frame about this gimbal, the
camera provides both forward
motion compensation and stereoscopic coverage.
The rocking motion "freezes" the
image during an exposure by matching the angular rate at which the
ground passes beneath the spacecraft. This is the same velocity to
height (V/H) ratio that I discussed
earlier in connection with the mapping camera. The Panoramic Camera, however, has its own V/H sensor
operating continuously, instead of
depending on the astronaut's input of
STEREO WORLD luly/August 1990
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Fig. 13: Optical bar panoramic camera with covers removed.

an approximate V/H value.
The Panoramic Camera makes its
exposure through 108O of each optical bar revolution. This takes about
two seconds at the nominal attitude,
and the forward motion must be
compensated during the exposure.
During the four seconds when no
exposure is being made, the gimbal
structure rocks the optical bar rapidly to the attitude necessary for stereoscopic coverage. Thus, exposures
are made with the roll frame pitched
alternately 12% degrees forward and
12% degrees aft. The camera cycle
rate is controlled so that the ground
covered by a given "forwardlooking" photograph is covered again
five frames later in the sequence by an
"aft-looking" photograph. The camera can also be operated in a nonstereoscopic mode, with the roll frame
remaining in the vertical attitude and
the camera cycling at half-speed.
18
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Fig. 15: Unrectified panoramic photo
with ticks at right to indicate edge mark
center and rectification limits.

The camera's main frame, which is
rigidly fixed to rails in the Scientific
Instrument Module, holds all the
film-handling mechanisms. An optical bar camera Doses some unusual
problems in film transport. Four feet
of film must be pulled smoothly
across the roller cage in 2 seconds in
order to expose one panoramic frame
(a frame measures 4.5 x 45 inches).
This motion is repeated for each
exposure, at intervals of about 6
seconds. Because of the size and mass
of the total film load (6500 feet of 5inch-wide film, weighing 55
pounds), the supply and takeup
spools must rotate continuously
rather than intermittently. An ingenious "shuttle assemblv" functions as a
buffer between the continuous and
the intermittent film movements. In
the interval between exposures, the
supply side of the shuttle accumulates enough film for the next frame
while the takeup spool empties the
takeup side of the shuttle.
During an exposure, the film
makes one 90-degree turn in going
from the supply side of the shuttle to
the plane of the roller cage and a
second 90-degree turn onto the
takeup side of the shuttle. These
twisting motions take place at two
skew bars. which are mounted at a
45-degree angle to the camera's foreaft axis. A cushion of nitrogen gas
prevents the film from locking up as
it twists over the skew bars. The gas,
., .
which is stored in a pressure container in the SIM, is forced through
orifices in the skew bars just during
the exposure portion of the camera
cycle.
Figure 14 is a stereogram (photographed at the ITEK plant) of the side
of the Panoramic camera that normally faces the moon. The covers
that keep the camera light-tight have
been removed, permitting us to see
the roller cage, the shuttle assembly,
and the film containers. In order to
maintain temperature control in the
lunar orbit environment, a complete
camera is coated with white paint
that has well-defined infrared
absorption and emission characteristics. The white-painted components
in Figure 14 are the parts that are normally outside the covers. They are:
two boxes that contain the camera
control electronics; the portion of the
Roll Frame Assembly that is located
forward of the stereo gimbal; and the
front half of the optical bar.

The front group of lens elements
occupies most of the visible portion
of the optical bar. The light sensor for
the automatic exposure control is
located on the roll frame, just to the
left of the lens. The V/H sensor head
is at the right of the lens, protected by
a black glare shield. Since the V/H
sensor is on an extension of the camera main frame, it always looks in the
same direction. The exposure control
sensor, on the other hand, participates in the forward and aft rocking
of the roll frame.
The V/H sensor head contains an
optical system that focuses an image
of the ground on a glass grid. A photodiode detects variations in the light
intensity passing through the grid.
The frequency of these variations,
which is proportional to the apparent
ground motion (V/H), is converted
to a direct current voltage. The V/H
output, when fed into the camera
control electronics. becomes the
pacemaker for the entire camera. In
addition to setting the gimbal rate for
forward motion com~ensation.it
controls the spin rate'of the ovtical
bar. The optical bar, in turn, kovides
the timing signals for all of the camera's cycling functions. Since
the V/H sensor can lose its signal
from time to time, the camera protects itself against the loss of its pacemaker by switching automatically to
a stored V/H output voltage based
on the nominal orbital altitude.
The camera automatically controls
the exposure of the film by varying
the width of the exposing slit. The
light sensor averages the scene brightness over a field which covers lo0 in
the flight direction and 30° in the scan
direction. The exposure control system combines this output with
the V/H o u t ~ u(which
t
controls the
optical bar spin rate) to provide an
input to the slit width mechanism.
To facilitate later photogrammetric
analysis, the Panoramic Camera lays
down sets of fiducial marks along the
margins of each photograph. Two
tiny electroluminescent diodes
located in line with the exposing slit
emit flashes to mark the center of
scan and angular increments of 2.5O
before and after the center. A third
diode lays down a uniform time base
by emitting light in response to the
coded timing pulses that are sent out
at 10-millisecond intervals bv the
spacecraft clock. Using this combination of marks, anybody who must

-
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Fig. 14: Panoramic camera (ITEK photo).

analyze the photographs can ascertain the scanning rate and the internal
geometric consistency. There is also a
brief data block at one end of each
frame, showing the frame number,
the spacecraft time, and the V/H output.
Figure 15 is a copy of Apollo 15
Panoramic Camera frame 9377,
reduced by a factor of 4%. Since the
photograph includes the Hadley Rille
landing site, it invites comparison
with Figure 5. Figure 15, like all panoramic photos, images the ground at
a considerably larger scale at the center than at the ends. In addition,
because it is an "aft-looking" photo,
the western (left) edge is at a larger
scale than the eastern edge. The
ground resolution, which varies with
the scale, averages about 6 feet over
the central % of the original frame.
(To take advantage of this resolution,
full-sized photographs must be studied under considerable magnification.)
he peculiar geometry of panoramic photographs make them difficult to deal with in some ways. For
example, circular craters appear
elliptical, and those located near the
ends of the frame appear to be
smaller than those near the center.
More serious problems affect the

stereoscopic examination of areas
away from the center. A scientist can
only study a small area at a time
under an ordinary stereoscope. He
must shift and rotate the photos
before he can see adjacent areas in
stereo. Although there are a few specialized stereoplotting instruments
that can handle the full panoramic
stereo pairs, these will be devoted
almost exclusively to the compilation
of lunar maps. For most scientific
purposes the panoramic photos will
be more useful after they have been
rectified.
To rectify a photograph, we must
differentially enlarge its parts so that
all points that are at the same elevation on the ground are imaged at the
same scale. A rectified photograph
from a fixed-frame camera is thus
geometrically equivalent to a vertical
photo taken from the same viewpoint. Rectification of a panoramic
photograph must in addition convert
its geometry to that of a fixed-frame
camera.
The equipment used to rectify the
Apollo panoramic photography
accomplishes the compound rectification by optical projection. It scans
the photograph in one smooth sweep,
making adjustments in the projection
conditions in correspondence with
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Fig. 16: Stereo pair of rectified panoramic photo with left
image the same frame as Fig. 15.
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the scan angle. Because the moon's
radius is so much smaller than the
earth's, the image is projected onto a
platen that has a pronounced curvature.
The projected image is exposed on
a roll of film 9% inches wide. A single rectified frame measures 9 x 81
inches. At the center of scan it is a
two-fold enlargement of the unrectified original. As the scan angle
increases, the enlargement factor
increases. The cropped frames that
result have the same overlav of coverage at the ends as at the ceher.
Because of its mechanical limits,
the rectifier only scans 35O on each
side of the center. Thus, only the central 70° section of the 108Opanorama
is rectified. We avoid gaps in the
rectified coverage by planning for a
sufficient number of photographic
sequences on each mission.
The nature of panoramic rectification can be examined on Figure 16.
The left half of the stereogram is the
rectified image of the same photograph (Frame 9377) that is shown in
Figure 15. The northern and southern limits of rectification are indicated by white ticks on that figure.
The right half of the stereogram is the
rectified imaee of Frame 9372. which
is the forwar;-looking photograph
covering the same area of the moon.
In order to fit them within the page
height of this Journal, both images
have been photographically reduced
by a factor of 9. (The expedients used
to copy an $-foot photograph produced the light flare that detracts
from these images. The rectification
process itself is not at fault.)
Figure 16 can be viewed stereoscopically in its entirety. This permits
direct comparison with Figure 5,
which is a Mapping Camera stereogram of the same area. The same portions of the lunar surface appear to be
level on both stereograms, demonstrating that the panoramic photos
have indeed been rectified. The scale
reduction required to produce Figure
16 conceals the difference between
the two types of photographs with
respect to ground resolution. Given
an adequate stereoscopic base (as in
the case here with both types of photograph), the minimum perceptible
elevation difference approximately
equals the ground resolution.
Figure 17 is a stereogram made
from the Panoramic Camera coverage of the crater Krieger. Because the

crater happened to be near the center
of scan, we get a very satisfactory
stereogram from unrectified photographs. Comparison with Figure 7
gives some indication of the difference in ground resolution between
the mapping and the panoramic photography. For example, in Figure 17
we see that the inner wall of Krieger is
not all of the same material. lust
below the summit there is a very thin
band of darker material. This ledge,
which is nearly continuous around
the western half of the rim, is not
resolved in Figure 7.
To take another example, stereoscopic study of Figure 17 shows that
the sinuous rille that breaches
Krieger's western wall is flat-floored,
and that it is not prolonged inside the
wall. If it did originate inside, that
or ti on mav be buried under a
deposit of material ejected from the
later crater (Krieger B) that destroyed
the southern wall. In fact, a sequence
of events that would account for all
the landforms visible in and around
Krieger is likely to be very complex.
It is difficult to convey a true
impression of the amount of high resolution lunar coverage represented
by a single roll of Panoramic Camera
film. The mile and a quarter of film in
the camera is enough for 1650
frames. Each frame taken from the
69-mile orbital altitude covers an
area of 211 by 13.5 miles, which is
equivalent to a 13.5 mile.swath
stretching from Washington, D.C. to
New York City. The portion of the
frame that can be rectified would
extend from Baltimore to Philadelphia. It takes 2% miles of roll paper
(9% inches wide) to carry a complete
set of 1650 rectified frames. To utilize
the available resolution fully, one
must study his selected portions of
the photographs under magnification. It would require many lifetimes
to study all of the coverage from one
mission in this manner without selection.

Lunar Surface Photography
Not much needs to be said about
stereo photography taken on the
lunar surface on the later Apollo missions. The only specifically stereoscopic camera (The Apollo Lunar
Surface Closeup Camera) went to the
moon for the last time on Apollo 14.
After that, the Hasselblad Data Camera was the only type used for scientific photography. On the final three
missions, six astronauts exposed a

Fig. 17: Krieger crater pair from unrectified panoramic photo.

Fig. 18: Apollo 15 Astronaut Irwin with Mt. Hadley in back.

total of 5223 frames of Hasselblad
Data Camera photography on the
lunar surface. Perhaps half of these
were taken in a manner that permits
stereoscopic examination.
Figure 18 is evidence that the astronauts became thoroughly proficient
in taking stereoscopic photography
of a public-information nature. (It
goes almost without saying that the
originals ware taken on color film.)
It should be remembered that
much of the surface photography was
intended for detailed analysis in stereoplotting instruments that do best
when the stereoscopic base is exaggerated. To make really good stereograms from this material, one would

have to select his pairs carefully, and
then use an enlarger to bring the imagery to a common scale. If he had an
instrument that rectified as well as
enlarged, he could prepare nearly all
of the material as stereograms. I, for
one, hope to d o some of this in the
next few years.
Although the Apollo missions
have come to an end, science will be
improving its understanding of the
moon for decades through the analysis of the rock samples and the data
from the full array of Apollo instruments. Stereoscopic study of our vast
new collection of photographs will
certainly contribute in great measure
to this long-term endeavor. m
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Report from

Manchester
by John Dennis

T

he 1990 convention of the
National Stereoscopic Association, held June 29 through July 2 in
Manchester, New Hampshire featured some delightful treats for
nearly any stereo taste from vintage
cameras, viewers and images to stateof-the-art holography and 3-D video.
The 16th annual NSA gathering drew
a total of 638 people to its various
events and gave the clear impression
of being one of the most smoothly
run conventions yet. A unique theme
this year dedicated the convention to
the memory of President Dwight
Eisenhower, in the year of his 100th
birthday, in recognition of his place
in history as the only president to
have been an active stereographer.

Stereo Projection Program
The "NSA Stereo Theater" operated during three days of the convention, presenting a very wide variety
of 3-D slide shows in both the live lec-

ture and the taped/automated style.
The Theater program opened Friday
morning with "Ike's 3-D Gallery': a
selection of Realist slides from the
Eisenhower Librarv in Abilene, KS.
The show was asseAbled and written
by Laurance Wolfe, who has been
researching the Ike/3-D connection
for several years and who spearheaded the effort to feature that connection at NSA 1990. (See Stereo
World Mar. /Apr. '90.)
"Luminaries of the 19th Century"
by Bill Patterson treated the audience
to some very close-up stereo studies
of music and stage stars of the nineteenth century. Many were seen in
costume in poses similar to today's
promotional photos. Nearly as interesting- as the views was the known
history related concerning the lives of
these personalities and the productions in which they appeared.

-

Dr. Stephen Benton coven the basics of
holography before attempting to explain
where current research is headed.

,

"Hollywood and Beyond" by
David Hutchison revealed in 3-D the
people and techniques behind many
of the special effects and model shots
seen in major film and TV productions. As Technical Editor of Starlog
Magazine, NSA member Hutchison
has access to some of Hollywood's
most busy high-tech/magic people
and places, which he enjoys sharing
via his stereography skills.
"Space Shots" by Ron Labbe was
seen for the first time at an NSA convention. Its computer programmed
500 slides and lively soundtrack
present 3-D images of every age and
style in a rapid-fire barrage of sight,
sound, information and wisecracks.
(See Stereo World July/Aug. '89,
page 36.) Stereo formats from vintage cards to Realist slides, Tru-Vue
filmstrips and View-Master frames
are seen transferred to sharp, full
frame dual projection 35mm pairs in
tight registration. The show was the
only one repeated, during the Saturday afternoon secession of the Stereo
Theater.

+

Ron Labbe sets up the four computer-synchronized projectors for his show "Space Shots."
Besides helping with stereo projection arrangements, Ron acted as host and MC for the
NSA Stereo Theater programs. (All photos by John Dennis unless otherwise noted.)
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"San Antonio Preview" by the
NSA '91 Committee was an in-depth
look at some of that city's attractions
and the surrounding area presented
as an attractive invitation to next
year's convention.
"Visions of Depth" by Paul Wing
was, as could be expected, full of
some astounding stereo images by
this master of hyperstereo technique
as well as nearly any other stereo
field he enters. But it was also a sort
of history of Paul Wing's life in stereography, from his first efforts in the
1930s to his latest award winning
slides.
"The Pat Whitehouse Show" presented by David Burder is an inspiring audio-visual album of scenic,
nature and mood sequences by the
late Pat Whitehouse, widely
acclaimed British stereographer. She
was awarded a Fellowship with the
Royal Photographic Society for her
close-up work with nature subjects
done with stereo cameras of her own
making. Famous for its "Hallelujah"
sequence and its combination of integrated commentary, music and natural wildlife sounds, this show is a tribute to a woman who made a major
mark in the world of 3-D photography. This was its first showing at an
NSA convention. (SeeMay / June '88,
page 30.)
"3-D's Greatest Hits" by Robert
Bloomberg could be called a west
coast answer to "Space Shots" in its
use of outstanding 3-D work by
many of the best artists in the country in automated, rapid-fire sequences. "Greatest Hits" takes a
somewhat more documentary
approach and even includes several
dramatic slides of the aftermath of

the October '89 earthauake in the
San Francisco Bay area.
"Stereoscopic Holography" by
Stephen Benton, inventor of the
"rainbow" hologram, covered the
basics of his current work at MIT and
his thoughts on the convergence of
stereography and holography. Dr.
Benton is to holography what
Holmes was to stereography, in that it
was his invention which made possible the mass production and distribution of what before had been an
exotic and expensive technology. His
rainbow holograms, developed while
he was at Polaroid. are now seen
evervwhere from credit cards to magazines to cereal boxes to key chains
thanks to their inexpensive embossed
re~roductionon reflective foil. He is
now in charge of the Spacial Imaging
Group at the Media Lab at MIT,
where the goal, as he puts it, is to
"bring three dimensionality to the
visual interface" between humans,
computers and other modes of current visual technology. Some of the
results of that work were on display
in the exhibits room in the form of
three recent full color hologramsone completely computer generated,
one holographic portrait combined
with computer generated elements
and one holographic portrait of Dr.
Harold Edgerton taken just shortly
before his death earlier this year.
"Synthetic Stereo Imaging With
Satellite Data" by Dieter Lorenz
revealed how even a single image

7s
Beyond ithe usual
. . letters of welcome that local city and state convention promotion agencies often
send with a mayor or governor's
signature, NSA 1990 was the subje ct of an alfficial pr,oclamatic
from New Hampshi re govern
- ;. Followi.ng a serif
JU~.d----dGreg€
"WHEKEAS" paragraphs outlining the history of stereography in
the state and the dedication of the
NSA convention to stereographer
Eisenhower, Governor Gregg concluded with this declaration
directly above the state seal.
"NOW, THEREFORE, I, I U D D
GREGG, GOVERNOR o f the
State of New Hampshire, proclaim the four d a y s of the NSA
convention a n d trade fair, in N e w
Hampshire, l u n e 2 9 - J u l y2 , 1990,
t o b e STEREO VIEW DAYS as w e
P 1z y tribute' to o u r st ate's sterc' 0
VI'ewpione ers a n d tli e heritag:e
thley left us

from a satellite can be used to produce
a stereo image through computer
manipulation based on stored data
about the relative heights of terrain
elements in the image area. The
resulting images were compared with
actual hyperstereo pairs from satellites and with other aerial images.

Full color holographic portrait of Prof. Harold "Doc"Edgerton, made at the MIT Media
Lab shortly before his death in January, 1990. This and two other large color holograms
were displayed in the exhibit room, just off the main trade fair hall.
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Popular Photography columnist Eaton Lothrop with part o f the tableful of stereo box
cameras in his Invited Exhibit. In his hands is the tiny "Butterf1y"stereo box camera,
named for the shape of the plate on the front with various size aperture holes on the wings.

I
I

Noted collector Thurman Naylor
introduces the slides of stereo equipment from his private museum
shown as part of his kevnote sneech
at the ~ w i r d ~s a n ~ u e f y
on any subject they thought of potential interest to other members, somewhat like the "3-D Potpourri" session
at the convention in Riverside, CA
but without limit on the number of
slides.

Invited Exhibits

One o f several treasure-filled tables in the exhibit room packed with viewers from Paul
Wing's Invited Exhibit.

Some of these fascinating images will
be featured in a coming Stereo World
article by Dr. Lorenz, who is on the
NSA Board of Directors and acts as
European correspondent for the
magazine.
"A.K. Hibbard, Photographer Discovered" by John Waldsmith traces
the life and photographic career of
this little known but prolific Ohio
stereographer. He will also be the
subject of an article in a future issue
of Stereo World.
"The forgotten Litho" by T.K.
Treadwell was a long overdue look at
by who, how and why these nonphotographic view reproductions

-
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were created. Examples of litho views
from the best to the worst were
included, as well as examples of most
of the companies known to have produced or distributed them. This presentation will also appear as an article in a future Stereo World issue.
"Stereo Vignettes" by Bill Duggan
included samples of his worldspanning travels and wide stereo
interests as illustrated through full
frame slides. Among his most visually impressive images are those
taken from the deck of an aircraft carrier during flight exercises.
Sunday's Stereo Theater program
was open to those who brought slides

This year's Invited Exhibits were
from Paul Wing and Eaton Lothrop.
The exhibit of classic viewers from
Paul Wing's collection took up several tables in the exhibit room and
could require at least a half an hour
just to read all the tags and take a
quick look at each viewer. The collection of stereo box cameras from
Eaton Lothrop required only a single
table, but included more brands and
models of these black boxes than
most NSA members had ever heard
of. Most special of all was the tiny
"butterfly" box stereo which will be
featured in a future article.

Awards
Convention chairman Donato
Bracco was Master of Ceremonies at
the annual Awards Banquet, at
which Laurance Wolfe was named
1990 FELLOW OF THE NSA for distinguished scholarship and extraordinary knowledge of the field.
The EDWARD B. BERKOWITZ
AWARD for the best article in a
recent issue of Stereo World went to
William Brey for his feature "Ten
Million Stereo Views A Year" in the
Jan. /Feb. 1990 issue.
The MEMORIAL AWARD for the
best feature on a current stereo sub-

ject in a recent Stereo World issue
went to Howard L. Taylor for his article "View-Master Commercial 3 - D
in the Sept./Oct. issue.
The MERITORIOUS SERVICE
AWARD for contribution of time
and effort to the NSA went to Linda
Carter.
This year's keynote speech was by
world famous photographica collector Thurman (Jack)Naylor of Chestnut Hill, MA. The only NSA member
whose collection has been featured in
a nine page article in Smithsonian
Magazine related stories behind several of the rare items in his private
museum and showed slides of stereo
cameras and viewers that even some
national museums have only read
about.

Eager bidders examine the goods prior to the Friday evening Spotlight Auction, under the
watchful eyes of Dave Wheeler. Auctioneer Robert Duncan again assembled the lots and
catalog while Dave and Robin Wheeler managed the sales and records.

Competitive Exhibit
Winners
Views of a City, State or Region in
the U.S. - "Laurance & Houseworth,
1866, A Catalog Sampler" - Marvin
Houseworth.
Famous People - "Tennis Personalities, Then & Now" - Brandt Rowles.
Quality of Life - "Slavery in Cuba"
- Russell Norton.
Open Category 1st Place - "G.W.
Wilson, Esthetics and Composition"
-Marvin Houseworth.
Open Category 2nd Place - "Contemporary Views of Oshkosh '89" Mary Carpenter.
Open Category 3rd Place - "Immigrants" - Kathy Sheeran.
Best of Show - "Slaverv in Cuba" Russell Norton.
President's Award - "G. W. Wilson,
Esthetics and Composition" -Marvin
Houseworth.

Energetic 3 - 0 promoter Gerald M a r k s explains t h e techniques of Pulfrich 3 - 0
video as used in his 3 - 0 segments of a recent Rolling Stones TVspecial. T h e tape
w a s s h o w n several times as part of t h e well attended "Video 3-0" workshop.

Ron Labbe assumes a samurai-stereo pose to provide the needed foreground for Bill
Duggan's fish-eye lens equipped spliced SLR rig during the marathon group shot outside the Center of New Hampshire entrance just before the Presidents' Breakfast Sunday morning. (Stereo by David Starkman.)
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Workshops and Discussion
Groups
One of the features of this convention was the introduction of scheduled workshops and discussion
groups much on the order of those
seen at ISU congresses. All of these
were held Saturday morning. Workshop subjects were: Hyper Stereo
with One Camera, Constructing a
Home-Made Viewer, Video 3-0, and
Basic Stereo Slide Mounting. The discussion groups were aimed more at
collectors, and included the topics
Presidents, Holy Land, Graveyards
Old and New, Oliver Wendell
Holmes Research Library, and
sports.

A line fills the lobby waiting for the Saturday morning opening of the trade fair.
This was the second convention for the large banner above their heads, created
and donated by N S A member lack Badgero of Fort Worth, Texas.

About a third of the large trade fair hall is seen in this view taken from near the
main entrance. Of the 101 tables, 46 were devoted to antique images, 23 to
antique images plus equipment, 22 to modem images and equipment, 3 to
societies, and 7 to literature. (Survey courtesy of Nick Graver.)

Presidents' Breakfast
In keeping with the convention's
dedication to the Eisenhower stereo
connection, a special breakfast Sunday morning honored the contributions of past NSA presidents as well
as obsenring the Eisenhower 100th
birthday year and that president's
words, many of which proved to be
as uniquely perceptive as his interest
in stereography. The two former
NSA presidents who were able to
attend, Richard Russack and Brandt
Rowles, were given certificates
expressing the appreciation of the
NSA for their contributions of time
and leadership. Another of these special NSA EISENHOWER AWARDS
TO OFFICERS was sent to former
NSA president, T.K. Treadwell, who
was unable to attend this year's convention.
The other special award given at
the Presidents' Breakfast was the
NSA EISENHOWER MEMORIAL
AWARD TO THE OUTSTANDING

lust one comer of the amazing Naylor Museum as seen on an NSA tour. (Stereo by
David Starkman.)
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STEREOGRAPHER, which went to
frequent Stereo World contributor
and NSA board member, Paul Wing.
Richard Russack and Brandt Rowles
each spoke of Paul's wide expertise
and the generous help he has provided them and others on matters of
stereo history, equipment and photographic techniques.

Tours
Not just one, but four tours were
available to those attending NSA
1990. Busses left Saturday and Monday for the home/museum of convention keynote speaker Thurman F.
(Jack)Naylor, famous among photographic collectors and historians as
the developer of the world's outstanding private collection of photographica. Naylor's holdings include
photo equipment, images, photographic novelties, and a varied supply of stereo cameras, viewers, views
and miscellany. Usually open only to
a few scholars or collectors at a time,
the museum was available to busloads of NSA members during the
Manchester convention.(See Stereo
World, Mar./Apr. '90, page 4.)
A 1990 re-run of the popular
White Mountains tour of the 1984
convention departed Sunday afternoon for its 2-day stereographic
excursion to the attractions made
famous in so many classic stereo
views. Another Sunday tour took
members for a walk through the historic area in Manchester along the
Merrimack River. A Monday bus
tour of Boston included stops at the
U.S.S. Constitution, the Hancock
Tower, Boston Common, and Faneuil
Hall/Quincy Market.

Thanks To Convention Committee and Staff
Assistants:
Donato Bracco, Chairman
David Berenson
Lorraine Brackett
Robert Brackett
Paul Farrell
Ron Labbe
James McDonough
John Waldsmith
Robert Waldsmith
Clare Wing
Paul Wing
Laurance Wolfe

Convention Staff:
Mark Bracco
Pamela Bracco
Mary Ann Keefe
Linda Rosenblum

Mark Dow unpacks another of his hand-made True Image stereoscopes for full frame slide
pain. Potential customen check out samples while in the background his heightadjustable, multi image, light intensity & tint adjustable floor model viewer entertains
another member. (See Newviews, May/]une '90 SW.)

Convention Volunteers:
Robin Brackett
Rachel Decker
Edward Shaw

Next Year(s)
Make your plans now to attend the
1991NSA convention in historic San
Antonio, Texas, June 20 through 23.

The following year, the Midwest
Region gets its turn for a national
convention when the 1992 show runs
August 14 through 16 in Fort Wayne,
Indiana. For details on either convention, contact John Waldsmith, Box
191, Sycamore, O H 44882 or watch
upcoming issues for more information. m

THE BRACKETT DISSOLVER
CUSTOM MADE 3-0 PROJECTOR WITH SLIDE DISSOLVE
The Brackett Dissolver
features the most desired
and professional projection technique ...

Dissolve Slide Transitions
The Brackett Dissolver is
like two stereo projectors
i n one compact unit. This
unique design provides
features not found i n any
other stereo projector.
STANDARD STEREO FORMAT
A c c e p t s Realnst formot slides in
gloss and cardboard mounts up to
seven sprocket rme (24 X ZBMM).
DEPENDABLE/SIMPLE OPERATION
- Monuol operation gwes the
complete ortisf,ccontrol
of d~rrolveroter.
NEW CONCEPT CARRIER
- A totally new concept In slnde
corrter design el~mtnotes slide
toms. Four preclrlon stainless
steel guide brackets por,tlon
rlldes of ony thlckneu In occurote
focus and regostrotton.

BRIGHT ILLUMINATION
- Four efficient halogen lompr
provide high ltght
Ot low

wonage

USES INTERCAANGEABLE KODAK
PROJECTION LENSES
-Four Kodok flat field prolect~on
lenses - the standard of the
ovdao-vosuol ~ndvstry.
EFFICIENT COOLING
Two qulet fonr operate continuously to cool both sides of the
sl~desand the opt~cs.

TOP OF PROJECTOR SLIDE STORAGE
- Bvllt-tn shelves store slide trays
on top of prolector for w s y rinsertlon and removol. Prolector uses
eCOnOmiCOI

pod trOys'

SOUND SYNC. LIGHT
- A cue light on the Proiector.
operoted from one trock of any
two trock tape recorder, s~gnols
the operator to change sl~dsr

-

CONVENIENT LENS CONTROLS
- Duol ond single focus controls.
~~~~~~~~~~l~
grouped vert,col
and hor~zontallens controls.

-

EASY
H~ngedcover prov~daseasy

OCCess

prO1eCtlOn

lamp"

COMPACT AND LIGHTMIGHT
-L13"xW12"xH7"-Wt.24Ibr.

This projector is custom made in limited quantities. The current price is... $1695. For ordering
information or additional details wrtte:

E E

Brackett Engineering
P.O. BOX 493 E. Sandwich, MA 02537
1.1. (508) 888-2180
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The Willow Cottage
by John Waldsmith

T

he Willow Cottage at Piqua,
Ohio was possibly one of the
most unusual structures in the United States. The house was built entirely of bent willow branches and is
an example of the exotic style of architecture of the last half of the
nineteenth century. The Willow Cottage was built in Spring Creek
Township in Miami County, Ohio,
east of the Great Miami River. This
area was called Rossville.
In addition to being an unusual
architectural oddity, the Willow
Cottage was also the residence of
descendants of the famous freed
Randolph slaves. John Randolph of
Roanoke, Virginia, died in 1833 and
directed that all of his slaves be
freed. He also directed that an agent
be appointed to buy land for them
in free territory.
Land was purchased in Mercer
County, Ohio but the local people
met the canal boat loaded with freed
slaves with guns and warnings not
to settle in their county. The slaves
were then unloaded in Piqua and set
about to build houses in Rossville.
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Records do not indicate when the
cottage was built, but this stereo
view may be the earliest photograph, probably from the late 1880s.

Unfortunately the Willow Cottage
was destroyed in the great 1913
flood. Thanks to Jeff Martignette of
Piqua who helped identify this view
in my collection. m

The Mouie Machine Society
Prst AnnuaCMeeting
wlll be held at
The New York Penta Hotel
7th Ave. 8133rd St.
Saturday, November 10,1990

Equipment Exhlblt, Prominent Speakers, Box Lunch,
Visit to the Amerlcan Museum of the Moving Image,
Malkarnes Collection Videos.
And on Sunday, Nov. 11, at the Penta:
Qlant Trade Falr
by the Amerlcan Photographic Hlstorlcal Soclety

II

lor information: Alan Kandb. SO Old County Rd.. Hudson, MA 01749
(5081 562-9184
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rowth. A mixed blessing? Often
it is the measuring stick by
which we judge our success in promoting a favorite hobby or other
cherished endeavor and yet that very
growth may be the element which
changes the object of our affection
itself. The Stereoscopic Society has
been experiencing growth and
although we have encouraged it at
every turn it has not come without its
attendant problems. We have never
really asked whether it was a good
idea. The general feeling has been
adverse to limiting the enjoyment of
making and sharing stereoscopic
views to the current membership.
When the American Branch of the
Stereoscopic Society was organized
in 1919 there were about a dozen
members who circulated print format in the form of standard viewcards. All of the business was easily
conducted by a secretary who collected dues, distributed supplies, and
tracked the travels of the circulating
folios. It was a leisurely little avocation whose enjoyment was pretty
well limited to the membership. Photography was more difficult in those
days and one had to work much harder to obtain more limited results
than one can achieve today. And, of
course, all members did their own
darkroom work. Now, the emphasis
is on color transparencies and
(mostly)color prints processed
commercially.
In days gone by, difficulties in contacting potential new members were
considerable and growth was slow.
Now, thanks to the pages of Stereo
World we stereographers have a
much easier time finding each other.
The past several years have seen a
sharp increase in inquiries about
Society membership and a corresponding increase in our numbers.
One consequence has been the formation of a third Realist-format
transparency circuit which has
recently been organized to relieve the
strain on Alpha and Beta circuits,
which were at capacity.
More painful has been the necessity to split the print circuit. This is
currently being carried out. As usual,
such a division which separates old

Thanks to the 3 - 0 promotion and design skills of Ron Labbe, some o f the top stereo slides
by Society members were available for casual viewing at NSA 1990 in Manchester, NH.
People seem more willing to walk by and peer into an array like this than to sit down in
front of a multiple slide viewer.

friends into two different groups is
never desirable, no matter how it is
carried out. But it is necessary as the
problems of an overly large group are
magnified, let alone being an undue
burden on the secretary (who is supposed to be enjoying the Society
also). Though distasteful, the division into two groups is underway and
will have a satisfactory conclusion.
And, we will be able to continue to
accept new members.

Making- Viewcards
One thing seems peculiar to the
American stereographers is this
healthy and growing print circuit,
which reflects a considerable interest
in making modern versions of standard viewcards and thereby carrying
on the oldest tradition in the Society.
Further there is an esprit de corps
among printmakers which seems
stronger than that displayed among
advocates of the other formats. (This
may change but is a current obsenration). So far we have observed there
is little such activity overseas in
prints among the organized groups of
stereographers. I find that rather sad
and feel there is much enjoyment
being missed that takes away nothing
at all from the considerable joys of
making stereo transparencies.

Administration of a group such as
The Stereoscopic Society presents
problems to its officers when it grows
past a certain point.. .especially when
it is so geographically dispersed as is
the Society. It depends so heavily on
the volunteer efforts of those who
have accepted the added responsibilities. Although we may have reached
a point where we would be well
advised to review the question of
how big the Society should be, for
the present we continue to process
new applications for membership.
With the new circuits we have
recently inaugurzted, we do have
openings for circuits in all formats:
Realist, 2x2 matched pair, and print.
Persons interested in Society membership should write to the Corresponding Secretary, Jack E. Cavender, 1677 Dorsey Avenue, Suite C,
East Point, GA 30344. m
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News From Here to There & Back
N

SA board member and European correspondent Dieter
Lorenz sent in two items from German publications which cover 3-D
related news from the U.S. as translated by Richard Mills.

From Weilheimer Tagblatt,
April 23,1990:
A new kind of anatomical atlas is
attracting attention in America. It is
the first atlas to contain three dimensional, digitalized color pictures of
the human knee. Created by physi-

1

cians in Colorado, the knee atlas is
just the first phase of what is planned
to be a complete atlas of the human
body that can be stored on electronic
media.

From Die Welt,
March 22,1990:
Pictures of the heart in 3-D: A
newly developed tool uses tiny ultrasound probes to create three dimensional pictures of the arteries in the
heart. The probes are placed in the
patient's heart arteries by means of a

Rental Rig for 3-D Films
A dual camera assembly for professional level 3-D filming is now
available for rent from HinesLab of
Glendale, CA. Unlike most custom
designed rigs, this unit is designed to
take a variety of 35mm and 65mm
models in a vertical arrangement
using a beam splitting mirror, similar
in concept to the much larger rig used
for 3-D IMAX films. The design is
more compact than horizontal dual
camera rigs, and allows the use of
wide-angle lenses.
Separate adjustments for convergence (4 feet to infinity) and interocular (0 to 4% inches) can be made during a shot. The left camera looks
down into the mirror, while the right
camera looks through the mirror and
pivots around the distance set on the
convergence scale as adjustments are
made. A 72 page booklet is provided
with the unit covering its use with

various cameras and the basics of 3-D
filming. Details are available from
HinesLab, 4525-B San Fernando Rd.,
Glendale, CA 91204.

thin tube. In contrast to the two
dimensional photographic methods
previously utilized, these new photographs convey an impression of
depth: tears and breaks in the arterial
walls that previously went unnoticed
are clearly recognizable in the 3-D
photographs. Dr. Kenneth Rosenfield
of Boston's Elizabeth Hospital, one
of the inventors of the new techniaue.
unveiled the device at the recent conference of the American Academy for
Heart Research in New Orleans.

.

,

Eidetic Fusion

1

Following the recent examples of
random dot stereo in recent issues of
Stereo World, Ron Labbe sent in a
clipping describing an interesting
experiment with these images. Harvard psychologists were testing eidetic imagery, the ability of some people
to recall in precise detail the most
complex visual patterns or pictures.
One of these subjects, a woman who
taught at Haward, was shown the
left image of a random dot stereogram for one minute using her left eye
only. After a ten second rest, she was
shown the right image with the right
eye, and she could instantly detect
the hidden "T" floating above the
background! Later, the interval
between presentation to each eye was
extended to minutes and even hours.
She could still "fuse" the pairs
through visual memory and describe
the various 3-D shapes concealed in
them.

Flat-Fold Viewer Source
The folding "Acticon" viewers
covered in the May / June Newviews
are available directly from the manufacturer, Metroplex Media. The company has a variety of 3-D photography, custom slide duplication, special
30
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effects, and AV production services
available. (See May / June '88, page
18.) The new Metroplex Media
address is 653 Hutchison St., Vista,
CA 92084 for details on services and
prices.
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Large Holograms in Toronto Mall
The Eaton Centre in downtown
Toronto has a display of holograms
on the lower level at the North end.
The display which appears to be
permanent, comprises eight reflection holograms in various geometric
shapes. The subject matter of each
hologram is a grouping of antiques
from telescopes, microscopes, and
phonographs to antique cameras.
The holograms, which measure
between two and three feet in at
least one dimension can be viewed
by ascending or descending the escalators.

Hologram display above escalator, lower level, north end of Eaton Centre Mall in Toronto.
(Stereo by Stan White, May, 1990.)

More 3-D in
Florida

Large Hologram of antique cameras in Eaton Centre Mall (Hand-held Realist stereo from
moving escalator by Stan White, May, 1990.)

I

Most people are aware that the 3-D
film "Captain EO" can be seen at Disney World in Florida. NSA member
David Atnip informs us that the competition just up the road at the new
Universal Studios theme park has
jumped on the bandwagon. Their
Alfred Hitchcock exhibit includes
excerpts from the classic "Dial M for
Murder" in 3-D, as well as some restaged footage from "The Birds" in
3-D. (One bird ends up about 18
inches from your nose.) m

1

Editor's View (Continued from page 2)
how many PSA members made the
effort to learn free viewing isn't
known, but NASA was impressed
enough with the second article to
order special reprints.
It may be many years now before
any organization on Earth can again
afford a similar effort on the scale of
the Apollo program. In the meantime, a vast stereoscopic record exists
of those missions whose 20th anniversaries are currently floating by.
This seemed an appropriate time to
reprint some of that record for the
many stereo enthusiasts of 1990 who

may have little idea of its extent.
at one time available, but no longer
Thousands of other lunar pairs, Viappear on the order forms.
(See "Journey Into the Deep Sky"
king Mars orbital pairs, and perhaps
Stereo World, July/Aug. '88.)
soon some overlap radar pairs from
the new Venus orbiter await the dedi- ,
Unknowns Not Undone
cated research and stereo skills of a
I
The
popuIar Stereo World feature
new generation of people like Krause
The
Unknowns
will appear again
and Kosofsky to make more such hissoon. Editor Dave Klein has been too
toric stereographs available.
busy this summer even to make it to
Earl Krause died in 1975, the same
the NSA convention, but says things
year that L o n Kosofsky retired from
should
now start to be less hectic and
NASA. Mr. Kosofsky mentioned
allow him to get back to the column.
that Realist format slide sets of
More submissions of interesting but
Apollo lunar stereos (mostly surface
unidentified views are welcome. a
close-ups but a few from orbit) were
STEREO WORLD JulyIAugust1990
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Stereo Macro C
by Stan White

T

Interior of the rig with power pack and capacitor. Enclosed beam splitter avoids stray
reflections. The 3/16" base gives just over a 40:1 subject distance ratio, completely
eliminating the "hyper"effect o f a camera like the Macro-Realist. For general use, a rig
like this could be built with variable base.
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he challenge was to produce a
stereo camera which could be
easily operated in the hurly burly of
the operating theatre, by nonphotographic personnel. Its purpose
was to make intra-oral3-D images,
with minimal distortion, of surgical
procedures. The images were later to
be projected up to eight feet to illustrate lectures on surgical techniques
to dental students at the University
of Toronto. The requirement was for
a camera, a system of mounting,
and a projection system that could
be operated by remote.
The camera comprises two Nikon
2020's through a beam splitter, combined with a twin head flash unit.
The complete camera measures
about 8 X 8 X 8 inches and weighs approximately 10% Ibs. The cameras
are powered by external nicads
(within the unit) which also provide
power for the flash. A battery
charger is provided. Designed to be
hand-held, a micro switch cuts battery power when the camera is set
down. Another micro switch isolates each camera for loading when
the outer casing is opened.
Viewing is through the SLR system of the horizontal camera. The
focus is fixed and is achieved by
moving the camera until the image is
sharp, about six inches from the
front of the camera casing. A small
spotlight on the front of the camera
illuminates the viewing area. The
apertures are set for f32 which gives
a correct exposure of I S 0 50 film.
Although the shutter speed is 1/25th
of a second to facilitate sychronization of both cameras, the flash speed
is in excess of 1/1000th of a second,
which eliminates camera shake since
the effect of the ambient light on the
exposure is negligible.
Mounting is accomplished on two
Wess film mounting jigs simultaneously to accommodate the two
films, one of which is reversed

through the beam splitter. Wess
variable registration mounts are
used. The cameras produce full
24 X36mm images, but since the
subject matter is largely circular, a
1:lmount aperture is used to maximize image size projected on to an 8
ft. square screen. The projectors are
Ektagraphic 111's with overun lamps
and operated by I.R. remotes.

Dr. 1. M . Symington, head of Oral Surgery at the University of Toronto, aims the fixedfocus stereo rig at a patient with the help o f the built-in spotlight centered between flash
heads.

The camera has been in successful
operation for six months. It is easy
to use requiring only the ability to
recognize when the image is sharp,
to produce properly lighted and exposed transparencies every time.
The Nikon 70mm lenses on a stereo
base of 3/16th of an inch give minimal distortion even when viewed
well away from the projection
screen. There are no plans, for the
moment, to produce more
cameras. m

An early test picture made with the one-of-a-kind camera.

I

Free on Long Island!
3-D Then, NOW and Later
-D, its past, present and future,
will be explored in a comprehensive exhibition guest curated by artist/photographer and teacher,
Richard Genovese and Lorraine
Cocomero, Director of the Bayville
Historical Museum located on Long
Island's fabled "Gold Coast," opening in late September, 1990 and continuing through May, 1991.
The exhibition will feature stereographs, cameras, special lenses, view-

3

ers, posters, comic books, a 3-D
movie, photography, holography,
etc, begged and borrowed from private collectors, museums, firms and
institutions specializing in the field of
3-D. Many items will date back to the
19th century, when the stereograph
was invented, through the 20th century with inventions by Gerald
Marks and David Hutchinson,
among others. A series of lectures by
these gentlemen and others will high-

light the innovative display.
Admission is free and open to the
public. Hours to be announced. For
further information write to the
Bayville Historical Museum, 34
School Street, Bayville, New York,
11709, or call 516/628-2011 or
628-1439 during regular business
hours. m
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What's Reely Happening with
View-Master Scenic Titles?
I

n an effort to expand the library of
View-Master scenic titles and provide greater availability of scenic
reels to retail stores, View-Master/
Tyco has made arrangements with
Panorama International Productions
to serve as "exclusive U.S. distributor
for View-Master 3-D scenic products." Although Panorama has acted
in this capacity for several years,
their new role will be greatly
enhanced and, subsequently,
extremely beneficial to View-Master
collectors.
The first step toward assisting
View-Master collectors has already
been taken. For years, we collectors

m

SCENIC
AMERICA

Although custom designed illustrations
are still available, many new scenic titles
have opted for Generic packaging. The
overall packet is the same for each location with the individual name of the site
appearing on the front within the map
outline of the United States.
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have been frustrated in not being able
to get new releases as they become
available. Many times, we learn of a
title that we would like to obtain and
spend a great deal of time and effort
trying to find a store that has it in
stock with little or no success. This
situation is now corrected. A quantity of all new titles will be overrun
for World Wide Slides of Minneapolis, MN. A collector may ask
World Wide to be put on their "collector list" and will be notified whenever a new subject is available.
Many new scenic reels have been
added to the View-Master inventory.
Some of the titles available now
and/or in the process are:
Durango & Silverton RR-Colorado
Los Angeles Natural History Museum
Meteor Crater-Northem Arizona
St. Louis River Front
Spaceport, U.S.A.
Mission San Juan Capistrano
White Sands National
Monument, N.M.
Denver Mountain Parks
Great Smoky Mountains National
Park
The Biltmore Estate, Asheville, N.C.
The folks at World Wide Slides are
dedicated to sewing the needs of the
View-Master collector. For many
years they have been the main distributor for almost all of the titles in the
View-Master inventory. Now they
are willing to expand this sewice and
provide new titles as they become
available. Their intention is to continue to be the best source for ViewMaster reels made in Portland and to
possibly expand their inventory of
Belgium products as well. A catalog
of titles is available and can be
obtained by writing directly to them.
They also carry the complete inventory of Pana-Vue 35 mm slides.
Panorama has also announced that
N.S.A. 3-D photographers may be
able to submit their pictures for use in
creating new View-Master subjects
and updating current titles. The
budget for obtaining new photogra-

phy is pretty low and your payment
for providing these photos may only
be a by-line on the View-Master reel
however, if you are interested in
obtaining more information about
this please contact Charley Van Pelt
in California at 818/243-5636.
View-Master/Tyco has also made
arrangements for Panorama to
obtain View-Master reels in bulk
(1,000 minimum) for special projects. This opens the door for many
interesting possibilities using everything from modern 3-D pairs to old
time stereo. We're sure many N.S.A.
members have great ideas for these
types of reels and are invited to call

Patriotic red, white 6 blue coloring
dominates the Tyco designed packaging
being used on all new titles. Now shown
against a white background, the illustration depicting the packet title is instantly
recognized and visibly enforced.

Charley Van Pelt with your comments and suggestions.
For the marketing oriented stereo
enthusiast there are opportunities to
earn "finders fees" in locating and
developing new scenic or special
attractions such as theme parks,
museums. zoos and other tourist
attractions. Once again, Charley Van
Pelt is the man to call for further
information.
We hope all of you are as pleased
as we are with this new development.
The newly expanded role of Panorama International should be of great
benefit to anyone with an interest in
View-Master. Also, the new arrangement guarantees that View-Master
scenic reels will continue to be produced and, hopefully, the library of
titles available be greatly enhanced.
A great deal of thanks is owed to
Charley Van Pelt who has worked so
hard to see this whole arrangement
come about. m
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Worldwide Slides
Washburn Ave. S.
:apolis, MN 55423

I 3-D TV I S HERE!

GET HIGH DEFINITION QUALITY
FROM YOUR HOME TV!
MOML2OOl

CAPTURETHE MAGIC OF 3D ON
YOUR HOMETV, you willneed a 3 . TV
~
StereoVisorTM,
and a Model 2001
StereoDriverTM.Plug the Stereovisor,
power supplyandthe
from
your VCR into the StereoDriver. Put
your 3D videotapein the VCR turn
down the lights and enjoy fantastic 3D!
Each StereoDrivercan be used with four
or more pairs of StereoVisorsby using stere
mini plug splitters.

I

SCIENCE FICTION

STEREO DRIVER^

Cat Women of the Moon (1953) (G)
The Zoo (1966) (PG)
Hideous Mutant (1976)(PG)

Stereo extension cord @ $1 4.95
Stereo Mini Plug Splitter @ $3.95
30 for h e 2 1 st Century (40 pages) @ $5
Professional Products Brochure (Info. on
Stereo Camera Swikher, Stereo Camera
Lens, Stereo Video Projection, Wireless
StereoKsor) FREE
3-D lV T-shirt (Colorfvl3-D N l o g o w/
collage o f cbsrc 3-0movies posters)
SpeafySizes (Men's only), S, M, I, or
XL). $20.00
VHS Tapes @ $49.95
BETA @ $59.95
8MM @ $59.95
Super VHS Stereo @ $69.95

WESTERN
Oudow Territory (1953)(G)

ADVENTURE

HASSLE-FREE3-D
WITH THE TECO-NIMSLO
CAMERA AND 3-VIEWER
Use the lightweight auto-exposure
camera to make:
36 slide pairs
Close-ups at 3 distances
Lenticular prints

Add $3 shipping per order
Calif. residents add
61/4 % sales tax
MFD. BY:
TECHNICAL ENTERPRISES
1401 Bonnie Doone
Corona Del Mar, CA 92625
Tel. 714-644-9500

First Kisses (1972)(R)
Hawaiian Fantasy (1976)(R)
Political Pleasures (1975)(R)
The Stewardesses (1969)(R)
Criminals (1973)(R)
Sexcalibur (1982)(XXX)
Chambermaids (1972)(R)

SUBTOTAL

MISCELUNEOUS

Use the Universal viewer to display:
Realist rollfilm
NimslolNishika rolls
Mounted slide pairs
PRICES:
New camera
Your Nimslo modified
Close-up attach's
6", 12",30"dist's(ea)
Illum. cutter
Eveready case
Teco3-Viewer

Rising Sun (1973)(PG)

ADULTS

$145
63
29
18
12
87

Sales Tax (7%in CA only)
The World of 3D (1989)(G) $49.95
Postage ($6 / 3D Theatre; $1 0 / 3D
3D Teaser Vol. 1 (PG) $29.95 (Clips
Theotre for 2, $2 per tape or accessory
from 3D movies)
item).
Bill and Coo (1947)(G) - the all-bird
COD - cash or money orders.
classic "Solidized" $29.95
AUOW 6 WEEKS FOR PERSONAL CHECKS TO CLEAR
Sam Space (1954) (G) Animated,
10 minutes, $1 9.95
-TOTAL AMT. ENCLOSED
3-D Computer Graphics (1990) 20 min.
Unforf~nately,we are currently unable to accept
video games-super-computers~
$1 9.95
credit card purchases.

TRAILERS

2D Trailers for 3D Movies - 22 rare
trailers (50 minutes) (PG) $39.95
"Solidized 2D Trailers for 3D Movies
(50 minutes) (PG) $39.95

NEW TITLES AVAILABLE SOON!

CHECK LIST
Home 3-D Theatre Q $1 89.95
( 1 StereoDriver, 1 Stereovisor, 1 Movie)
Home 3-D Theatre for 2 @ $269.95
(1 StereoDriver, 2 StereoVisors, 2 Movies)
Stereovisor @ $49.95
StereoDriver @ $1 49.95

Name (print)

Street&A~t.
City

State__

_,
,
rhone (-

Zip

,

I am over 21 (sign)
PRICES AN0 AVAllABlllYSUBJE(IT0CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE

3-D TV CORPORATION
Box 13059 San Rafael, CA 9491S-3059
415/479/3516 FAX:415/479/3316
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For Sale

Trade

STEREO VIEWER LENSES Two wedgeshaped lenses, each molded and embodied in 11/2 " square frame. Precision optical quality; build, experiment. $7.95 postpaid (USA). Taylor-Merchant Corp., 212
West 35th Street, New York, N.Y. 10001.

BEST OFFER - "Stereoscopic Skin
Clinic" by Rainforth, Stereoscope plus
132 stereo views, original box, label dated
1914. Write W.N. Martel, 22576 Douglas
Road, Cleveland, OH. 44122, Telephone
(216) 464-2547.

WILL TRADE BOOK, "Italy through the
Stereoscope" (1912 - with maps) for any
four California-related View-Master packets produced by Sawyer's or commercial
reels on any topic. B.B. Blevins, 1724 Pluto
Way, Sacramento, CA. 95864.

VIEW.MASTER from United States and
Europe. 1990 Catalog $1.00. Disney,
Showtime, Religious, Special Subjects,
U.S. and Foreign Travel. Many discontinued packets still available. Worldwide
Slides. 7427-NSA Washburn Avenue
south,' Minneapolis, MN. 55423.

STEREO MASKS - Cardboard fold-overs.
Available in Nimslo and 7 sprocket sizes.
Use an inexpensive Reel 3 - 4 or similar,
mounting gauge. $3.50 plus one dollar
shipping charge (in U.S.A.) for a packet of
50 masks. while thev last. Paul Millioan.
508 La ~ i m circle;
a
Gallup, NM 87301:
(505) 722-5831. They can be ordered in largerquantities from David Yong, No. 7-12-3
Taman Seri Damai, Lebuhraya Batu Lancang, 116 Penang, Malaysia.

AUSTRALIAN VIEWS and 3-0 1950s
comics wanted for cash or USA views.
Large stock. No U&U, Kilburn, Keystone
please. All letters answered. Warren
Smythe, 258 Cumberland Rd., Auburn,
NSW 2144. Australia.

For Sale

-

NEW VIEW-MASTER ILLUSTRATED 3-D
BOOK: "3-D Images, A Guide to the 3-D
Past and its Magic Images 1838-1900."
Written by Wim van Keulen. This limited
edition comes with 12 unique ViewMaster reels. Each reel covers one theme
from 3-D History, among others "Early
Photographic Processes," "Albumen
Positives on Glass," "19th Century Children," "Staged Scenery on Stereocards,"
"Tissue Cards," "B.K.'s Diablerie Tissue
Cards," "The American 3-D Scene," "19th
Century Stereoscope Development."
Available October 1990. Order now by
sending $59.90 to 3-D Book Productions,
P.O. Box 19,9530 AA Borger, Netherlands.
You will receive the book immediately
after its release. We send it air mail at no
extra charge.

MAlLlPHONE AUCTION: Tru-Vue Viewers
and Films. Sawyer's picture-window and
GAF View-Master packets. Total of 60
items. Send LSASE to B.B. Blevins, 1724
Pluto Way, Sacramento, CA. 95864.

Q-VU MOUNTS simplify mounting print
stereo views. Sample kit $5, includes
mounted view. AntiquelModlX Styles in
Black or Grey $371100 ppd. Q-VU, 817 East
8th, Holtville, CA. 92250.

REALIST-FORMATslide folders for use over
aluminum masks. Easy-to-write-on plain
white cardboard provides stiff outer protection for your slides. 50 for $3.75, 100 for
$7.00 (plus shipping). SASE for sample.
Mark Willke, 200 SW 89th Ave., Portland,
OR 97225.

3.0 GLAMOUR SLIDES: See beautiful
nude girls in 3-D! Ten slide sets: $21.00
each. Samples: $3.00 each. Viewer: $5.00.
Information: free. Trading encouraged. D.
Cole, PO. Box 5019, Upland, CA. 91785.

VIEW-MASTER REELS, 100 Different, pre1958, $85 - plus postage. Steve Kruskall,
Box 418, Dover, MA. 02030.

STEREO POSTCARDS! Five different
reproduced views. Send $3.00 and long
SASE for sample set of one each. Tordis
llg Isselhardt, Images from the Past, PO.
Box 106, Bennington, VT. 05201.
EUROPEAN 3-D COLLECTIBLES: Stereobox; Creative Eye; Weetabix; Stereo cigarette cards; View-Master, etc. SAE and IRC
for lists. John Bradley, The Mede,
Moor Rd., Ashover, chesterfield, Derbys.,
England, S45 OAQ.
SIR DAVID BREWSTER'S "The Stereoscope, Its History, Theory and Construction," 1856, original signature by the
author inscribed to his daughter Catherine Brewster for helping with the book.
Signed at St. Leonards College, England.
Totally complete throughout. Rarest book
in history of stereoscopy. Mint Condition,
$1600. Dr. Arthur Fielder. 1815 West 213th
st., Suite 130, ~orrance,'CA. 90501, (213)
328-1950.
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RARE FIND: President Nixon's first lenticular portrait shot taken Jan. 20, 1969.
5 " x 61/2 ", only 18 available $7 ppd. Also
V-M 3-Reel package 1960s defunct
"Japanese Village Deer Park" in Buena
Park, Ca., Mintlsealed, hard to find, limited supply, $10. Richard Loya, 7361
Colombia, Buena Park, CA. 90620.
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BOLEX Kern Paillard 16mm stereo movie
outfit. Camera attachment, viewfinder offset bracket, projection lens, & photocopy
of instructions, Exc.+, $195: Kodaslide
Stereo Viewer II, ACIDC, Kodak logo
scuffed, otherwise Exc.+, $85; Realist
ST-41 camera & ST-61 viewer set in
original box. Box is quite tattered & worn,
but camera & viewer are Exc.+, $185;
Realist ST-41 camera wlstrap, original
instructions & warranty card, Exc., $90;
Realist ST-41 carnera~wlstrap& original
instructions, VG+ (missing lens cover),
$70; Realist ST-61 DC viewer, Exc., $65;
ViewMaster model "D" focussing viewer,
missing circular "VM" logo, otherwise
Exc.+, $55. Please add UPS. Mark
Willke, 200 SW 89th Ave., Portland OR
97225. (503) 297-7653.

DISASTERS and 1500 other selected
stereo views in stock. Will trade only for
Maine flat mount views - any subject or
condition. Write or call for details: Blaine
E. Bryant, 864 Bridgton Road, Westbrook,
ME. 04092, (207) 854-4470.

I HAVE wonderful old stereo cards of the
Chain Pier of Brighton, England. I wish to
exchange some for views of the Rottingdean Railway or the Dyke hilltop cable
cars. Bernard Clifton, Box 181, Hartford,
N.Y. 12838.

Wanted
LONG ISLAND, NY collector seeking and
all stereo views marked Long Island. Also
will buy quality LI real photo postcards.
Material seldom refused. JoeTrapani, 611
Haig Street, Baldwin, NY 11510.
ALASKA AND KLONDIKE stereo views;
also Daguerreotype, Ambrotype & Tintype stereos. Send copies, descriptions,
prices. Thanks! Robert King, 3800 Coventry Drive, Anchorage, AK. 99507.
CHESS STEREOS, ambrotypes, daguerreotypes, tintypes, postcards, letters, etc.
of chess players. J.G. Kramer, P.O. Box
6111, Lehigh Valley, PA. 18001.
ILLINGWORTH VIEWS of Custer's 1874
Black Hills Expedition. Other Custer
related views, CDVs, 7th Cav., Indians.
Don Schwanck, 1159 Vassar, South Lyon,
MI. 48178.
CIVIL WAR VIEWS. Also Chattanooga,
Lookout Mtn., Milwaukee, or Wisconsin
views. Send descriptions and pricing to:
Steve Tuchalski, Milwaukee, WI. 53208.
SHAKER PHOTOS: All formats. Please
send Xerox copy with price to: Richard
Brooker, 36 Fair Street 812, Cold Spring,
N.Y. 10516.
ILLINOIS AND MISSOURI stereo views.
Especially views of Quincy, Illinois.
Please describe and price or send on
approval. Will also trade for Illinois and
Missouri views. Philip Germann, Box 195,
Quincy, IL. 62306.

Wanted

Wanted

MUYBRIDGE VIEWS. Top prices paid.
Also Michigan and mining - the 3 Ms.
Many views available for trade. Leonard
Walle,49525 W. Seven Mile, Northville, MI.
48167, (313)348-9145.

SOCCERlBlLLARDSlPOOL. Any stereo
views, photos or paraphenalia. Any condition. Les Jones, 56 Leuty Ave., Toronto,
Ontario, Canada M4E 3L1, (416) 691-1555.

LANSING, MI memorabilia of all types
including stereo views, photos, postcards, advertising, catalogs, etc. Permanent want by collector. David R. Caterino,
9879 Bismark Hwy., Vermontville, MI.
49096.

--

I BUY ARIZONA PHOTOGRAPHS! Stereo
views, cabinet cards, mounted photographs, RP postcards, albums and photographs taken before 1920. Also interested
in xeroxes of Arizona stereographs and
photos for research, will pay postage and
copy costs. Jeremy Rowe, 2331 E. Del Rio
D, T
~AZ, 85282.
~
~
~
,

ATLANTA
ASSOCIATION (Camera Club) in formation in
Atlanta, Georgia area. Contact ViewMistress Cynthia Morton at (404) 8766931, or Larry Moor at (404) 493-7052 for
membership information o r other details.

JOHN ROGERS stereo cards wanted of
The Photographer and Schooldays. A
Merlo, 3025 Spring St., Racine, WI. 53405,
(414) 634-0734.

-

COLLECT, TRADE, BUY & SELL: 19th
Century images (Cased, stereo, Cdv, Cabinet & large paper). Bill Lee, 8658 S. Gladiator Way, Sandy, UT. 84094. Specialties:
Western, Locomotives, photographers,
Indians, Mining, J. Carbutt, Expeditions,
ships, Utah & Occupational.
FLORIDA STEREOS of historical value,
especially Tallahassee, Tampa and
Gainesville. Price and describeor send on
approval. Highest prices paid for pre-1890
views. No St. Augustine. Hendriksen, PO.
Box 21 153, Kennedy Space Center, FL.
32815.
VIEW-MASTER PERSONAL or Mark II
camera & Cutter. C. Simms, (619) 7577116, 2042 Costa Vista Way, Oceanside,
CA 92954.
PHOTOGRAPHIC LANTERN SLIDES:
Unpicked lots, broken sets, accumulations. Any subject or period. Send details
of condition, subject, quantity and price
to: Phil Bamman. P.O. Box 781. Albuauerque, NM 87103, (505) 242-9072.'

Wanted

-

ARCHIVAL SLEEVES: clear 2.5 mil Polypropylene
CDV (33/8"~43/s")
CDV POLYESTER 2-mil
POSTCARD (3"'4"~5~/a")
4" x 5"

STEREO (3%"x7")
STEREO POLYESTER
CABINET (43/~"x7")
5" x 7"

BOUDOIR ( ~ ' / z ' ' x ~ ~ / z " )
8" x 10"

11" x 14"
16" x 20" funsealed flao)

per 100:
per 100:
per 100:
per 100:
per 100:
per 100:
per 100:
per 50:
per 25:
per 25:
per 10:
~ e r10:

$7
$9
$7

case of
case of
case of
$7
case of
$8
case of
2-mil $10 or
$9
case of
$6
case of
$5
case of
$6
case of
$6
case of
$10 case of

1000: $60
1000: $80
1000: $60
1000: $50
1000: $70
3-mil $14
1000: $80
1000: $90
500: $70
200: $34
100: $35
100: $90

-

Russell Norton, P.O. Box 1070, New Haven, CT 06504-1070
SHIPPING: $4 per order. Institutional billing.

SLIDE & PRINT VIEWER for 35mm uncut
1/2 frameviews, ie Stitz or Pentax. C. Sims,
(619) 757-7116, 2042 Costa Vista Way,
Oceanside, CA. 92954.
DONALDSON stereo camera in good condition. Ralph Caparosa, 485 Marietta
Place, Pittsburgh, PA. 15228.

ide B o x e s

- ---

BUSCH VERASCOPE F-40 stereo camera.
C. Simms, 2042 Costa Vista Way, Oceanside, CA. 92054, (619) 757-7116.
REPAIR PERSON with Donaldson camera
repair experience. Ralph Caparosa, 485
Marietta Place, Pittsburgh, PA. 15228.
ST. AUGUSTINE, Anastasia Island, Jacksonville waterfront, Matanzas, Florida c.
1875. Carlisle Indian School, Southern
Plains Indians, stereos and other images.
Native American Painting Reference
Library, Box 32434, Okla. City, OK. 73123.
CROQUET!
CROQUET!
CROQUET!
Please send Xerox and price of any stereo
views or old photographs containing croquet matter to: Allen Scheuch, 356 W.
20th St., New York, N.Y. 10011, (212) 9292299.
STEREO REALIST slide storage cases,
chests, and files in Exc. or better condition. (Must contain Realist l o ~ o . )Mark
Willke, 200 SW 89th Ave., portland, OR
97225. (503) 297-7653.

..
.
...

FITS

R E A L I S T BATTERY V I E W E R S

PUTS S L I D E S AT YOUR

FINGERTIPS

KEEPS S L I D E S I N S E Q U E N C E
L I G H T WEIGHT - S T U D Y
ATTRACTIVE

A C C E P T S KODAK A N D
MATCHING

METAL

CONSTRUCTION

BLACK A N O D I Z E D
OTHER

FINISH
SLIDE BOXES

THUMB-SCREW

Bracken Engineering
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Calendar
October 6

October 7

North Florida Camera Show, Ramada Inn South, Jacksonville, FL. Contact John Reaves, 904-733-1941.

October 7

(MO)

October 7

The #1Sunday Camera Show,
Union Boys & Girls Club, 1050
Jeanette Ave., Union, NJ. Call TriState Fairs, 201-533-1991.

(MI)

October 7

17th Lansing Gigantic Camera &
Computer Show, 505 W Allegan,
Lansing, MI. Contact Photorama
USA, 20219 Mack Ave., Grosse
Pointe Woods, MI 48236. Call
313-884-2243.

(IL)

Photo Resource Center 1990 Camera
& Photo Show, Knights of Columbus Hall, springfield, IL. Contact
Photo Resource Center, 562 Highlands Ave., Springfield, IL. Call
217-546-0358.

October 7

(Germany)

Cologne Photo Fair, in conjunction
with Photokina, at the town hall,
Cologne, W-Germany. Contact B.
Grahner, Schwinningstr. 77, 5100
AACHEN, Fed. Rep. of Germany.

(NJ)

October 7

(MA)

Boston Antique Photographic Image
Show, 57 Park Plaza Hotel Howard
Johnson, Boston, MA. Contact Russell Norton, Box 1070, New Haven,
CT 06504. Call 203-562-7800.

Midwest Photographic Historical
Society Collector's Show, Harley
Hotel St. Louis, 3400 Rider Trail S.,
Earth City, MO. Contact Jerry
Smith, 19 Hazelnut Ct., Florissant,
MO 63033. Call 314-921-3076.

October 7

(FL)

October 7

(MI)

12th Giant Grand Rapids Camera &
Computer Show, Stadium Arena,
2500 Turner Ave. NW, Grand
Rapids, MI. Contact Photorama
USA, 20219 Mack Ave., Grosse
Pointe Woods, MI 48236. Call
313-884-2243.

(CA)

Pasadena Antique, collectible, '&
Usable Camera Show & Sale,
Pasadena Elks Lodge, 400 W.
Colorado Blvd., Pasadena, CA.
Contact Anton at Bargain Camera
Trade Shows, Box 5352, Santa Monica, CA 90405. Call 213-396-9463 or
578-7446.

October 13

I

(CAI

(OR)

Oregon's Focal Point Camera Show,
Polk cbunty Fairgrounds, Rickreall,
OR. Contact Mike Lowery, 211 E
Ellendale, Dallas, OR 97338. Call
503-623-6300 or 623-9076 eves.

October 14

October 14

\

~
&
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q
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Camera & Viewer Repair

\
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Camera & Viewer Repair

Ron Zakowski

Ron Zakowski

133 E. Liberty St., Berlin, WI 54923

133 E. Liberty St., Berlin, WI 54923

(414) 361-2524 after 5 pm
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(414) 361-2524 after 5 pm

J

(CA)

(Ont.)

Photographic Historical Society of
Canada 6th Annual Photographica
Fair, Lakeshore Inn, Windermere,
(Toronto) Ontario, Canada. Contact
Larry Boccioletti, 1248 Jane St.,
Toronto, Ontario M6M 4x8 Canada. Call 416-243-1439.

(Ont.)

Fourth Annual Fall Photographic
Fair, Nepean Sportsplex, Ottawa,
Ontario, Canada. Canada Grey
Havens Graphics, Box 974 Station B,
Ottawa, Ontario KIP 5R1 Canada.
Call 613-523-9245.

October 14

(NJ)

Second Sunday Camera Show,
Community Fire House $1, Parish
Dr., Wayne, NJ. Contact Second
Sunday Camera Show, 25 Leary
Ave., Bloomingdale, NJ 07403. Call
201-838-4301.

October 14

STERE 0

(MI)

6th Santa Monica Camera Show &
Sale, Santa Monica Civic Auditorium, Santa Monica, CA. Contact
Anton at Bargain Camera Shows,
Box 5352, Santa Monica, CA 90406.
Call 213-396-9463 or 578-7446.

October 14

San Diego Camera Show & Sale,
Albahr Shrine Temple, 5440 Kearny
Mesa Rd., San Diego, CA. Contact
Anton at Bargain Camera Shows.
Box 5352, ~ a i t Monica,
a
CA 90405.
Call 213-396-9463 or 578-7446.

October 13

October 14

Metro Detroit Camera Show, Millwright's Hall, 23401 Mound Rd.,
Warren, MI. Contact Sam Vinegar,
20219 Mack Ave., Grosse Pointe
Woods, MI 48236. Call
313-884-2243.

(VA)

DC Antique Photographic Image
Show, Rosslyn Westpark Hotel,
1900 N. Fort Myer Dr., Arlington,
VA. Contact Russell Norton, Box
1070, New Haven, CT 06504. Call
203-562-7800.

October 20

(IN)

Indianapolis Photorama USA, Indianapolis Armory, Indianapolis, IN.
Contact Photorama USA, 20219
Mack Ave., Grosse Pointe Woods,
MI 48236. Call 313-884-2243.

October 20-21

(MA)

Photographica '90 - The Boston
Show, Armenian Cultural Center, 47
Nichols Ave., Watertown (Boston)
MA. Contact David Berenson, 32
Colwell Ave., Brighton, MA 02135.
Call 617-254-1565.

October 20,-21

(CAI

San Francisco Bay Area Camera
Show, Scottish Rite Auditorium,
1547 Lakeside Dr., Oakland, CA.
Contact G. Lash, 231 Market Place
Ste. 379, San Ramon, CA 94583.
Call 415-828-1797.

October 21

(NJ)

Cherry Hill, NJ Photofair, Holiday
Inn, Rt. 70. Cherry Hill, NJ. Contact Tri-State Fairs at 201-533-1991.

October 21

(IL)

Chicagoland's Camera & Photo
Show, Holiday Inn, 3405 Algonquin
Rd., Rolling Meadows, IL. Write to
Box 72695, Roselle, IL 60172. Call
708-894-2406.

October 21

(CAI

Buena Park Camera Swap Meet, Sequoia Club, 7530 Orangethorpe
Ave., Buena Park, CA. Call
714-786-8183.

October 21

(OH)

12th Original Columbus Fantastic
Photo Flea Market, Aladdin Temple,
3850 Stelzer Rd., Columbus, OH.
Contact Photorama USA, 20219
Mack Ave., Grosse Pointe Woods,
MI 48236. Call 313-884-2243.

October 28

(AL)

Sixth Annual Photographic Flea
Market, Von Braun Civic Center,
Huntsville, AL. Contact Malcolm
Tarkington, Southerlands Photo,
2457 Whitesburg Dr., Huntsville,
AL 35801. Call 205-539-9627.

October 28

November 3

(MD)

Washington DC Photorama USA
Camera Show & Sale, Ramada
Hotel, 5910 Princess Garden Parkway, Lanham, MD. Contact Photorama USA, 20219 Mack Ave.,
Grosse Point Woods, MI 48236. Call
313-884-2243. m

A MUST For Your 3-D Collection

"THE NEXT DIMENSION"
3-D Computer Art by Todd Underwood

Fantastic and beautiful images created from the computer
of New Orient's Todd Underwood. It's cutting-edge
stereo 3-D "Art of the Nineties."
A MUST for your 3-D collection, "The Next Dimension"

is "classic"art defining the new wave in stereo 3-D.
Take a visual voyage through Todd Underwood's 'The
Next Dimension." Experience how awesome 3-D can be.
100 slides (50 views)plus free viewer on1 $69.95. Or, half
0' postage each.
the show and free viewer $39.95. Add $2.&

Call toll-free 1-800-223-9473 to order.
(Weaccept VISA/MASTERCARDIAMERICANEXPRESS)

P.O. Box 333 - 126 W. Main St.
Nl!!
(HurJT
West Dundee, IL. 60118
MEJHAIN: FAX: 1-708-428-9290
'THEWORLD'S LEADER IN COMPUTER 3-D"

(CA)

1990 Sacramento Camera Show &
Sale, Holidome, 5321 Date Ave.,
Sacramento, CA. Contact G. Lash,
231 Market Place #379, San Ramon,
CA 94583. Call 415- 828-1797.

October 28

(MD)

Baltimore Maryland Show & Sale,
Quality Inn, 1015 York Rd.,
Towson, MD. Contact Jack Dewell,
3815 Old Columbia Pike, Ellicott
City, MD 21043. Call 301-461-1852.
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The PC Contact Adapter
by A1 Meyers
The TDC VIVID and the VIEW
MASTER PERSONAL cameras have
a unique flash outlet, but, being of
common origin, they can both be
fitted with the adapter described
here.
A length of small coil spring such
as is used for flint in disposable
lighters is secured in a proper sized
insulation material and this is epoxied into a KODAK/PC Adapter. A
steel strap of mild spring consistency
is fashioned as shown and then
joined to the adapter using epoxy.
Breakage of the unit should not
occur as there is no real need to remove it and the only force applied to
it is in favor of the unions you have
made.
(The Kodak PC adapter is stock
#8403 in the Reel 3 - 0 catalog.) m

Museum
Seeks
NH Views
D

o you have any unusual examples of stereo images, equipment, catalogs or promotions relating to New Hampshire? The New
Hampshire Historical Society is looking for any and everything relating to
the 150 year history of photography
in that state for a major exhibit at
their museum, opening December 2,
1990.
AN EYE FOR ETERNITY: 150
YEARS OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
PHOTOGRAPHY will cover the evolution of photography in the state
since its introduction there in 1840.
Images, cameras and other equipment from the days of the daguerreotype to the most recent photographic technology will be included.
The exhibit will draw on the
museum's own collection as well as
those of collectors and other institu40
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1. KODAK PC ADAPTER
2. INSULATION
3. C O I L SPRING
4. 10 X 24 SCREW
5. STEEL STRAP
6. F I B E R WASHER

tions. The stereo aspect of the event
will, as it should, be significant. Several New England NSA members
have offered to loan stereographica
for the exhibit, whose official press
release contains the observation: "It
is for the art of stereography, however, that New Hampshire is most
widely recognized." In order to help

the exhibit live up to that enlightened
view of history, NSA members with
any ideas, information, images or
equipment are invited to contact Ms.
Leah Denechaud as soon as possible
at the New Hampshire Historical
Society, 30 Park Street, Concord, NH
03301, (603) 225-3381. m

Thanks
Mr. Earl D. Howe
Mr. Calvin J. Howlett
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Reallst 3D stereo slides.
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shipptng and handling.
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Eager bidders examine the goods prior to the Spotlight Auction at the 1990 NSA
Convention. See "Report from Manchester" on page 22.

